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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem that was the occasion for the writing of 

this thesis is indicated by the title - namely, what is the 

teaching of sin as. it is set forth in the Koran, the Holy 

Book of Mohemmedanism. The problen may be a strictly aca- 

demic one; but for the writer the problen is one of more 

than casual importance, since. he is a representative of the 

Christian Church. And the Christian Church in its effort 

to present the Gospel to Islan, ore be vitally concerned 

with the concept of sin as it.is to be found in that theo- 

logical system. 

In considering a doctrine of sin the scope of that 

: consideration ‘must be stated. A teaching of sin may well 

include such related subjects as the origin of evil, the 

linguistic problem, the nature of God, the nature of man, 

the question of free-will, the punishment. of sin, the sal- 

vation from sin, ethics, the existence of evil spirits, the 

historical development, the comparative status of the con- 

cept. However, in this study certain of these possibilities 

will be omitted from consideration, and only those factors 

will be emphasized that are sufficient to make the Moslem 

doctrine of sin readily understandable to those who must 

confront it at an existential moment today. 

The body of the thesis will be divided into three   
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heaven may be reckoned with apart from Allah without be- 

coming unrealistic. He is supreme Otherliness and.utter 

Finality and total Cause. Against this background sin takes 
on an entirely different Light from that of the Christian 

doctrine. : | 

The other two actors in the crane man and Satan, mst 

likewise be examined as to their natures ; since, although 

they may be under the dominating direction of Allah, they 

are at the same time His workmanship. Man is created with 

soul and body, but not in the image of God. He has fallen 

and is subject to the attacks of Satan. Satan, the tool of 

Allah, approaches man and leads him into situations where 

men "sins", 

To conclude this chapter it will be necessary in the 

light of the above factors to question the responsibility i 

of man in the ethical act. ° The Koran speaks to this problem 

an two ways: man is responsible and God is responsible. 

That the latter thought is predominant will be shown by re- 

ference both to the Koranic account and to the traditions 

of Islam. « gi 

The last main section will be devoted to a closer in- 

spection of the actual doctrine of sin as it is enunciated 

by Mohammed and set forth in certain accepted traditions. _ 

In so doing there will be differentiated “agin” and “sins", 

The former may be defined in several ways: as action hurting 

others, hurting self, false attitude to Allah, pride, weak-   
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claimed, are abrogated by his later revelations. Once 

again these are few in number, possibly twenty (although 

‘the principle of abrogation that their presence suggests is 

most revealing) and do not greatly affect the argument of 

the Koran. In addition there is much Ge ee as to 

which verses have been abrogated. 

Mohammed's “revelations" came out of existing situa- 

tions in his life. As time went on in his personal history 

the revelations pertained more to the solution of mundane 

legal and administrative problems that faced him as leader 

of the Moslem community, in contrast to the fiery preaching 

of Judgement and Monotheism that marked his earlier career. 

For the sake of convenience and partly asa matter of his- 

torical judgement the early period is referred to as the 

Meccan period; while the later period following the Hegira 

(622 A.D.) 4s commonly called the Medinan period. The chron- 

ological appearance of the suras (chapters) of the Koran may 

be determined to some extent ? although eer ones are de- 

batable. ° The later period is featured by a greater emphasis ~ 

on sin as the infraction of legal injunctions, while in the 

earlier period sin is regarded more from the point of view 

of an attitude toward Alleh. * To present, however, the par- 

ticular historical situation that evoked a partiouler state- 

ment on "sin" by the Prophet would be a vast task. Neither 

is such a procedure necessary to gain an overview ‘of the 

Moslem doctrine of sin as it exists today, since Mohammedan: 
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tradition itself regards the Koran as a unit, in which the 

doctrine is not developed by a human, but is rather revealed . 

by @ prophet in an exact reproduction of the eternally 

existing and uncreated Koran which is with Allah. 

The original Arabic versions of the Koran are standard 

as to text, although the versification:dirrers. The Ahma- 

diya text will be used in this thesis for original quota= 

tions. The translation to be used was made by J. M. Rodwell, 

and has long been recognized as one of the most honest re- 

productions of the original. 

The place of tradition in an essay on a Koranic subject 

may be disputed. It is not possible, however, accurately. to 

- appreciate the status of the problem today without reference 

to the traditional development of the doctrine. In addition, 

in an area of-controversy such as this, it is necessary to 

understand how the commentators who have most closely stud- 

ied the problem and who have the most personal interest in 

presenting the doctrine, namely the Moslem authorities them- 

selves » have understood the statements of the Koran. In 

this connection the words of the famous Islamic scholar, 

Ignaz Goldziher, must be appreciated: 

In a comprehensive characterization of Islam it would 

be a gross error to place the principle importance on. 

. the Koran or to found a judgement of Islam simply on 

“this sacred book of the Muslim community. Even though, 
as a matter of course, later Islam turns back to it as 

a standard by which to measure the product or all ages 

and believes it to be or at least strives to be in 

harmony with it; we must not lose sight of the fact 

 



that it does not by any means suffice £Or an under-= 
standing of historical Islam.1 

We do not wish to present in this thesis the doctrine of 

sin in Moslem tredition, but we do wish tonprenent the tre. | 

ditional doctrine of sin as it is interpreted on the basis ) 

of the Koran. 

It is likewise necessary to indicate the voint of view 

of the writer, I have worked on this thesis from the point 

of view of the Christian man who is aware that he is study- 

ing a teaching of a religion outside the pale of Christianity. 

Therefore I have not forgotten that the nature of the woslem 

faith mekes it a burden for the Christian soul, makes know- 

ledge of its tenets necessary in order properly to evaluate 

the task of the Christiaa missionary to the Moslems. At the 

same time I heve attempted to present the doctrine of sin 

in Islam objectively; the few comparisons with the Christian 

teaching are based on factual teachings, not on prejudice, 

and the reader is invited to draw his own conclusions as to 

the implications of this Mohammedan teaching for the Christ- 

ian witness. 

  

lrgnaz Goldziher, Mohammed and Islam, translated by 
Kate Chembars Seslye (ew Haven: ryYaie) University Press, 

1917), pe 28.



CHAPTER II 

THE KORANIC USAGE OF WORDS DESCRIBING SIN 

The question of a doctrine of sin immediately involves 

the problem of a vocabulary. If a language does not possess 

the means of commnicating the idea of sin and evil with 

their various finer shades of meaning, the obvious conclusion 

is that the people of the language have not been accustomed 

to thinking in those terms. If the preacher, Mohammed, 

purporting. to speak to the God-man relationship, does not 

have at his disposal words capable of transmitting thoughts 

pertaining to God's transcendancy and man's inadequacy, then 

the logical and a priori Jonsluaion would be that at least 

an articulate concept of sin is not possible. 

That Mohammed, however, did possess a vocabulary re- 

plete with words capable of conveying the essential aspects 

of sin, will be revealed by the following study. Herewith 

ere listed the forty-three chief words for sin and evil to 

be discovered in the Koran. The list is not exhaustive, but 

the significant terms are present. The definitions are taken 

from E. W. Lane's standard Arabic-English Lexicon,’ unless 

otherwise indicated: 

  

leaward William Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, edited by 

Stanley Lane Poole (London: Williams & Norgate,   
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1. MI! ~~ £011 into sin, crime; sinned, did what was 
unlawful. God reckoned him to have sinned or committed a 
crime; requited, punished. Fifth stem: abstained from sin, 
did a work whereby he escaped from sin, repented, begged 
forgiveness. £ -- sin, crime, fault, offence, act of 
disobedience for which one deserves punishment, both inten- 
tional. An unlawful deed or a deed which retards from re- 
compense. Sometimes the punishment for the deed. pr =< 
sinning, unrighteous. a 

6 2 
wat 

2. <sd / -- Gentile, heathen, one not having a revealed 
Scripture. Or one who is in the natural condition of the 
nation to which he belongs in respect of not writing or of 
not having learned writing. Vulgar persons who do not know 
the books of the law revealed to Moses, or ignorant persons 
who know not writing so that they may read the book. 

3S. «st? -- seek, find. Some claim as primary significance 
envy, i.e., wish that a blessing might become transferred 
from someone to self. Therefore $5) can mean the acting 
wrongfully, injuriously, tyrannically; seeking or endeavoring 
to act corruptly, unjustly; or exceeding due bounds, magnify- 
ing self. He behaved proudly, insolently. F 

oe 2 

4. hy -- was or became false (opposite o§ <i>) or untrue; 
wrong, vain, worthless, unprofitable. 7:115°- "what they 
had done became vain and null. Fourth stem: said or spoke 
what was false or untrue; make it or render it thus. Fifth 
stem: they taok it by turns to say or do that which was 
false. aie 

5. x -- lean, incline; also passive, regard an act as 
acrime or sin. lis -- sin, crime; act of disobedience 
or an inclining théreto. 2:35- "There shall be no crime 
Chargeable upon you" or "There shall be no straitening of 
you." 

6. CéA> -- inclining or declining in speech and in all 
affairs; deviating from the right course, or declining from 
the right course. Sixth stem: carried himself in a proud 
and self-conceited manner; inclined to sin.   

7. <3s> .- turn a thing from its proper way or manner, 
alter: Second stem: cause the hearts to turn away and be 
aloof. Seventh stem: it became turned, be turned aside. 

a ee EES 

evohammed , The Koran, translated by J. M. Rodwell 
(London: J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 1909).
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8 mm z. -- a thing sacred or inviolable; forbidden; a 
thing that one Js bound to do or from which one is bound to 
refrain. [ #23> -- the inviolable ordinances and 
prohibitions of God; particularly relating to the rites, 
ceremonies, and restrictions of the pilgrimage. 

9. vs -- was unfaithful or acted unfaithfully to the 
confidence or trust reposed in him; acting contrary to what 
is right by breaking a compact or covenant. 2:183- "Ye 
ceased to act unfaithfully to yourselves, i.e., to one 
another." Verbal noun a5 G5 and more intensively , 
1s used with &§2 -- he broke the covenant. i/cx51 

s 

10. € = -- hide, conceal; deceive, delude; dissemble, act 
deceitfully; pretend to him the contrary of what he concealed. 
2:8- "They pretend to God and to those who have believed 
Something different from that which is in their minds." 
4:41- "They think that they deceive God, but He is (their 
dgceiver), i.e., the requiter to them for their deceit." 
weds -- single act of deceit, delusion, guile. 

ll. ess -- was or became base, abused, abject, vile. 
Inf. noun 43s -- abasement, vileness; manifesting foul 
actions or qualities for the manifesting of which we deserve 
punishment. Fourth stem: He (God) abased him or rendered 
him base or he disgraced him or may he disgrace him. 45 5= -- 
habit, quality, practise, action; crime, sin or offence or 
act of disobedience of which one is ashamed or which is the 
cause of shame. : 

12, chs -- fail, make a mistake, commit a fault, sin, do 
wrong. Second stem: charge with an error. Fourth stem: 
commit a mistake, fault. Fifth stem: lead a thing intos error 
or sin. Zs -- wrgng, intentional fault. Sighs | 3 -- 

- Sin, error, mistake. 

13, ‘ahs .- Eighth stem: following reciprocally, alternate- 
ly; disagreeing, differing or varying in a state or condition, 
being Gissimilar, different, discordant, dissentient. Oppo- 
site of caas f . ¢ 

14, 33 -- ws or became low, base, vile, abject, mean, 

paltry, contemptible, despicable, ignominious, inglorious, 

abased, humble, weak. Fourth stem: rendered thus, or became 

one whose companions were such, or became in such a state or 

condition. 

  

33. G. Hava, Arabic-English Dictionary (Beirut: Catholic 
Press, (1915), p. 1735. 
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15. O35 3 «- to track a thing, - Fourth stem: commit an 
offence, sin, error. Tenth stem: -follow a thing step by ; 
steps, to find a thing guilty. ‘fo impute an offence to. : 
so -- offence, fault, sin. 

16. w4S) -- turn it over or upside down; reverse. 4:90- 
"since God hath subverted them for what they have done or 
committed, or hath made them to return to their unbelief. 
Fourth stem: turned back or caused them to return to evil. 
Sj -- anything disliked or hated for its filthiness.   coe : zs 

17. J} -- moved aside from its place, slipped in speech 
or in action. 2:205- "But if ye turn away or aside (from 
entering therein*fully)." Fourth stem: caused him to slip 
in mind: or in speech or in judgment or in opinion or in reli- 
gion. 2:34= "The devil made them, or caused them, both, to 
Slip or fall from it (paradise)." Or some say it means 
"caused them to commit a slip or wrong action in consequence 
of it. (the tree)." Ox "caused them to slip in judgment." 

aJ 3, -- Slip or lapse; fault, wrong action, mistake, sin 
or crime. 

18. reel -« Fourth stem: conceal, suppress, as in 10:55 

and 34:32, They will conceal repentance, i.e., the ehief 

polytheists from the lower class of the people whom they 
shall have caused to err. Tenth stem: become concealed. 

_ Ss 2- secret; a thing good or evil; concealed or sup- 
pressed. 

19. $%&% --"be quick, blow (wind); be or become lightwitted, 
unwise, witless, destitute of wisdom and understanding. 

Fourth stem: do evil, act evilly. 

20, dau -. was or became unwise, witless, lightwitted; 
ignorant in judgment or opinion; regard the truth as foolish- 

ness. Third and sixth stems: act unwisely, ignorantly. 

“ose 

21. T paw -- it was or became evil, bad, abominable, foul, 

unseenly, ungightly, ugly. Fourth stem: he did evil or ill, 

acted ill. 24.0 Inf. noun, transitive and intransitive, 

applied to man or action as epithet, a man of evil nature or 

evil doings. sg». -- evilness, badness, foulness, vexatious- 

ness of natural disposition or doing; inimical, unrighteous, 

wicked conduct. Anything disapproved, disallowed or regarded 

as evil; any evil, evil affection, evilness of state, calamity, 

disease, 35 -- anus; hence any disgracing action or 

thing; an evil, abominable, foul or unseemly property, quality, 

  

4tpid., p. 231.
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$2 - 
custom, or practise, “As -- an evil act or action; fault, 
offence; act of disobedience; sin or crime for which one 
deserves punishment. May be trial, misfortune, affliction, 
straitness ,of circumstance, Deus geserulness e Tradition: 

OWA GIT GA? GisnsJT “The good act is between 
the two evil ones. 75.27 «- most evil, the worgt, most 
scanty and weakest of” st ates and conditions. Sebnug <= 
evil, cause of grief, vexation. Plural: vices, faults, 
defects. cake eS Dg See 

22, ce .. split, divide, effect dissension, become a 
rebel. Third stem: act contrarily or adversely, each doing 
what is distressing or grievous to: the other. 

23. é 5 o- First stem and fourth stem: scatter, despise; 
loathe. Seventh stem: turn away... ~ ; : 

24. Ja “= was or became evil, wrong-doer, unjust, bad, 
corrupt, wicked, mischievous, vitious, depraved. 

25. $ -- intransitive: do wrong, act wrongfully, un- 
justly, injuriously or tyrannically. Transitive: wronged, 
treated unjustly, misused. Or: exceeding or falling short 
or deviating from the proper time and place; or making to 
suffer loss or detriment--between God and man, between man 
and himself, between man and men. Fourth stem: become dark. 

$fé -- wrong, injustice, unrighteousness. ait -- 
darkness, ignorance, belief in plurality of gods; transgres- 
sion or unrighteousness. 

26. 542 and also -- 9° -- acted corruptly, made and 
did mischief; act wrongfully, injuriously, unjustly. 

27. 532 -- passed from it, left it; went or passed beyond 
it, exceeded it, transgressed it; acted wrongfully, unjustly 

injuriously, tyrannically; transgressed against him, exceed- 

ed the proper limit against him. Third stem: treeted him or 

regarded him with enmity or hostility. Eighth stem verbal 

noun: the exceeding the limits of the Prophet's rule or usage 
that has been transmitted from generation to generation. 

28, ener -~ he (e.g. 8 slave) disobeyed him or rebelled 

against him, glos< -~ disobedience, rebelling. 

29, <,az .- taking another's property wrongfully, unjustly, 
injuriously, or by violence. But as employed in law it means 

the teking of property that has a price and is forbidden 

without the permission of its owner, without stealthiness. 

30. <ame “=~ do a thing after, follow, take its place. 
Third stem: punish, “requite. Fourth stem: He (God) caused
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hypocrisy to follow as a@ consequence ‘to them; or he caused 
hen to err (because of their evil deed) as a punishment to 

em. - 

31. cle =~ be uncircumcised. 
Seo : 

32. “2 -- burning with fire, melting of gold and silver 
in order to separate or distinguish the good from the bad. 
Hence a trial or affliction whereby one is tried, proved or 
tested, proceeding from God -37:61, or from man. Hence also 
punishment, castigation, discord, dissension; misleading or 
inducing to go astray; temptation of finery, lust, present 
world, wealth, children, women. Also madness; error, de- 
viation from the right way; infidelity ~2:187. Sin, crime, 
act of disobedience for which one deserves punishment. Dis-= 
érace, shame, ignominy. : : : 

33.crus5 -- to become immoderate, excessive, enormous; 
to be or become atrogtous, abominable, foul, obscene; to be- 
come ugly (woman), “2G -- turpitude, excess, enormity, 
abomination, adultery. ‘ 

34, dus -- was or became bad, evil, corrupt, unsound, 
wrong, devoid of virtue; in a corrupted spoiled state, in 2 
State of disorder, annihilation. Fourth stem: made it bad, 
evil, corrupt; acted.in a bad, evil, corrupt manner; created 
discord, did mischief. Alas <= badness, corruptness, im- 
propriety, unrighteousness. 

35, césu5 ~- it went forth from another thing in a bad or 
corrupt manner, Departed from, quitted the right way, the 
way of trith, the limits of the law, or the bounds of obedi- 
ence; he forsook, relinquished, neglected the command of God; 
disobeyed, transgressed, acted unrighteously, sinfully, 
wickedly, vitiously, immorally; also he,declined or deviated 
from obeying the command of hjs Lord. <Ss™was -- pronounced 
him to be characterized by <sus , 1.€., going forth, depart- 
ure from the wey of truth; relinguishment or neglect of the 
Command of God; inclining to disobedience; unrighteous; . 
sinful conduct; few sins cr many -- more general term than 

93% . cSaul5 -- mostly applied to one who has taken upon 
himself to observe what the law ordains and has acknowledged 
its authority, and then fallen short of observances of all 
or some of its erdinances. And when the person fundament= 

ally or utterly an unbeliever is thus termed, it is because 
he falls short of observing the ordinance that the intellect 
renders obligatory on him and that the natural constitution 

LL 

SIpid., p. 548- 
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with which he was created in his mother's womb requires to 
ue egucealed; hence the believer is contrasted with him in 

36. <f58 -- to forge a lie against. Seventh stem: to calumiate.® 

37, AkG gto become cowardly, remiss, weak; _to fall 
Short of. bua «- remiss, cowardly, apathetic. 

58. 245 «- Third stem: endure, struggle, contend with 
or against. y 

59, 2s; =- draw forth. Third stem: dispute obstinately. 
Eighth stem: doubt. : 

40. nS =- be great, become great. Fifth stem: magnified 
himself, behaved proudly, haugtitily, insolently. 7:143- he 
considered himself as of the most excellent creation and as 
having rights which others have not. He effected to do good 
actions and boasted of good qualities which he did not pos- 
sess «40:37, We 55K ~- he megnified himself . 
against God by refusing to accept the truth. %45 -- great~ 
ness. Also pride, disdain, self-conceit, disdain of submis- 
Sion, unbelief, association of any cther being with God. 

41. SR -- veil, conceal, hide, cover. Hence denied or 
disacknowledged the favor or benefit conferred upon him; be 
grateful or unthankful. God's favors or benefits are the 
Signs which show to those who have discrimination that their 
creator is one without partner and that he has sent apostles 
with miraculous signs, and revealed scriptures and manifest 
Proofs, Hence, absolutely denied or disacknowledged; dis- 
believed, became an unbeliever or infidel. He was remiss or 
fell short of his duty with respect to the law and neglected 
the gretitude or thankfulness to God which was incumbent 
upon him ~30:45. Third stem: deny or disacknowledge. Fourth 
stem: call him an unbeliever; attribute or impute to hin, 
Charge him with or accuse him of disbelief, infidelity; make 
hin & disbeliever, compel him to become an unbeliever. 

44°$ -- ingratitude; denial, disggkmowledgment of favors 
and’ benefits. Four kinds: IS} ’ -~ denial with heart 
and tongue, having no knowledge of what is told me of the 
unity of God. 2555 35 _=e -acknowedgment with the heart 

- $ 

Socks eae 

6Ipid., p. 560. 

TIpid., p. 563. 
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without confessing with the tongue. a a5 [5s ay -- know= 
ledge of God with the heart and confession with the tongue, 
with refusal to accept the truth. © <3lhis! -- confession 
with the tongue with disbelief in the heart. Greatest is 
denial or disacknowledgment of the mnt 2 of God or of the 
prophetic office of the law of God. == disbeliever; 
miscreant because he conceals the favors. rt God or because 
his heart is covered or because he covers the favors of God 
concealing them from himself, 

-<- % 

42, jsJ «* to blame, criticize. Fourth stem: to commit 
blameworthy actions.8 

43. 2D 5 «= held command. Second stem: cause to turn away 
or back, turn away ~2:136. Fifth stem: turned himself to- 
ward or away. 

A alenee at these words and their meanings ~~ words 

which are all used in the Koran -- is sufficient to point 

up the fact that the voluminous Arabic vocabulary is not de- 

ficient in words related to the question of sin. In fact, 

one might readily concludes with little fear of contradiction, 

that the words available to Mohammed for the description of 

“sin" in all its varied meanings is not less ample or capable 

of being filled with great and new content than that which 

was available to David in the Old Testament Hebrew and to 

Paul in the New Testament Greek. 

But what was that content that Mohammed buried beneath 

the surface connotations of these vocables, This must be 

carefully estimated, if there is to be any understanding of 

What the Prophet concluded under the term "sin" and the re- 

lated synonyms. Upon examination it will be discovered that 

  

STbid., p. 702.    
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of the words listed above, six are particularly important 

for this consideration. . The technical words for een are 

derived from the roots Jas : Hi ’ and ais, Baer 

in addition to these the roots a, i jus » and pt 

are of great importance in reaching an understanding of the 

concept as it is presented in the Koran. Through a brief 

Study of these words as Mohammed used them, some light is 

shed on the problem. 

A. Jobs (pati?a) ~- This is the technical word for 

sin in the Koran, corresponding to ‘HT in the 01d Testament 

and to 4n«erévy in the New Testament. The verb along with the 

derivatives of the roct is to be discovered only on twenty 

occasions in the Koran. Wensinck submits that its root has 

the meaning of stumbling, committing an error, missing the 

mark, and that it refers to a sin committed on purpose.® 

Se1119 concludes from 12:29, 98 that the commission of ganb 

constitutes one a ha’ti’. 

To become a crime a misteke in the matter of naming 

orphans must be done with intent of heart -35:5. For a 

believer may kill another believer by mischance, and his 

only punishment is to free another b 

=4:94, 

eliever from slevery 

  

: edia of Islam, edited 

9a. J. Wensinck, mpatias" Eneys oP 905-1958) TI, 925. 
by M. T. Houtsma (Leyden: E- Religion 

10faward Sell,: "Sin (ifuslim)» 

and Ethies, edited by James Hastiné 
Scribner's, 1928), XI, 567 1 
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Hati a is true wickedness when “one, kills children from fear 

of want «17:33; the sons of Jacob were sinners against Joseph - 

~12:96, 12:91; thus also OE ‘Pharaoh, Haman and their hosts 

“28:7, 69:9, Potiphar's wife’ bati?a in tempting Joseph. 

A ha’ti? mst ask God's pardon for his pate” should he — 

forget or fall ~2:286. Jacob asks Joseph's pardon for his 

Sons' errors -12:98, An unbeliever will not bear the 

responsibility for a believer's bata’ya . Believers are 

confident that the Lord will forgive them in the day of 

reckoning ~26:82. Thus it will be for forced sins -26:51, _ 

The Jews are sure of pardon because of the primacy of their 

feith «26:51. And God promises forgiveness to Jews -2:161- 

if they enter the city gates with prostrations, crying 

"Hittat" (forgiveness) -2:55. 

But the guilt for hati?a will surely be borne by the — 

transgressor «4:110, For example, the opponents of Noah for 

their sin were drowned and entered into the fire -71:25. 

There those who were surrounded by bati?a will abide forever 

“2:75; where food will be corrupt sores «69: 37. 

B. w { from the root wi (itm from atima) «- This — 

is the next technical word used to describe sin, The word 

seems to imply ae wrong attitude to others and so injustice 

=49:1211 Itm, corresponding to the Hebrew mw , is used 
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twenty-nine times in the Koran, referring particulerly to 

the ceremonial offences. 

Some general statements of the Kevan male use of the 

word. In 5:67 many are hastening together to itm. ‘The 

prophet demands the abandonment of the semblance of wicked- 

ness and the wickedness itself «- literally, as Rodwell 

points out, the outside of its iniquity and the inside, some 

referring these words to open and secret sins. 6:120- Be- 

lievers are to mark those who talk privately together with 

itm, neither are they to hold private converse together with 

itm ~58:9, 10. The Lord has forbidden itm -7:31. For he 
does not love one who is a criminal. 42107. ; 

It is used to describe transgressions of various ordi- = 

mances, and it is most interesting to note that Mohammed 

evidently does not distinguish transgressions of the moral 

law and lapses of ceremonial observances, There is advantage 

to wine and games of chance, but the itm is greater ~2:216, 

The hastening together to itm is equated with eating unlavful 

foods ~5:68, The refusal to give evidence makesone wicked 

“23283, And falsehood in testimony becomes itm -5:106. A 

man may mke an early agreement with a testator to a to avoid 

wrong without committing itm -2:177. Changing a will is sin 

@2:278, Usury makes one an.evil person -2:279. Wronging a 

divorcee is itm -4:24. So also is fighting against one's own 

blood ~2:279, Likewise’ thievery with kmowledge is sin ~2:184. 

So also is the committing of fornication =-25:68. Lying becomes 

ee 
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sin, as in 45:6 and 83:12, No one treats the Day as a lie 

but the sinner 283:12, 

Even a rebellious opponent of Mohammed becomes a sinner 

~£:202. Frequent suspicions are itm for believers =49:12, 

Believers are to help one another to piety, but not in itm 

~5:5, Neither should nor shall.the sinner hurt one who has 

guidance -5:105. In fact, Satan will descend upon every evil 

person ~26:22, Sins are the mark of the infidels, who are 

given length of days that the sins may increase ~2:72, The 

great wickedness is that devised by him who unites gods with 

God ~4:51. This lie against God is manifest itm «4:53. 

-Yet itm must be committed with intent of heart to be — 

punishable, for Mohammed counts involuntary sins and itm 

committed in ignorance to be non-punishable. Thus one who is 

forced to partake of unlawful food without lust ~2:168, 5:5 

informs the believer that "whoso without willful leanings to 

itm shall be forced by hunger to trespass, to him verily God 

will be Indulgent, Merciful." Thus also the stated ceremonial 

days in the valley of Mina may become only a span of two days 

Without itm ~2:199. 

Itm will result in punishment. In 24:11 it is to every — 

man according to the of fence he committed (in maligning 

Ayesha). Crime is done to man's own hurt «25:111, 112. 

25:68- "He who doth this (fornication) shall surely bear the 

reward of his wickedness." Whosoever commits an itm will 

surely bear the calumny <-4:110. Abel will not break God's
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law and stretch forth his hand against Cain. "Yea, rather 

would I that thou shouldst bear ny sin (or, the sin against. 

me, that is, the sin of slaying me) and thine own sin, and 

that thou become an inmate of the Fire" - 5:32. There the 

tree of EzZakkim shall be the sinner's food 44:44, 

But there is a portion with God for the believers who 

avoid the heinous things of itm =42:35. God is diffuse of 

mercy to those who avoid great crimes ~53:35. In heaven the 

believers shall pass the cup which "shall engender no light 

discourse, no motive for itm =52:23. Neither is there charge 

for itm in heaven 56:24, ; 

5 eon TT 

C. GIS from the root i5 (danb from danaba) -= _ 

This is the third technical expression for sin, The word 

expresses all forms of unbelief and Plate actions proceeding 

from such unbéliefl2, It occurs thrity-eight times in the 

Koran, and cannot be sharply defined from its usage by 

Mohammed. 

Accordingly his opponents my hold a danb against Moses 

for his murder of the Egyptian «26:15. The wife.of Potiphar 

is to ask pardon for her danb, attempted fornication ~-12:29, 

Remissness in propogating Islam is just as much a: danb -40:51. 

Hamstringing the camel of God was a danb ~91:; 14. 

But more frequently it is the word used to describe the — 

non-acceptance of God's signs which he has manifested to 

People, and thus it is closely associated with kufr, unbelief. 

eens 
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The infidels who treat signs as falsehoods commit danb ~3:9. 

Pharaoh and those before him did not believe in the sign of 

God, wherefore God seized them in their danb «8:54. Like- 

wise was this true of the Arabs in and about Mecca =40:22. 

God seized everyone who opposed Moses and the proofs of his 

mission, Koerah, Pharaoh and Haman -29:39, 

The believers and unbelievers are frequently enjoined ~ 

to ask God's pardon for their danb, 9:9]~ "Our Lord, fore 

give us our denb and hide away from us our evil deeds and 

cause us to die with ‘the righteous." Following a wrong; 

believers are asked to remember God and to implore forgive- 

ness for their danb <-3:129. 141. Since there is no God but 

Allah, the believer is to ask pardon for his sin and for 

those of other believers “47:21. In the strange passage, 

40:11, danb is seemingly related to the mystery of life and 

death: "The (infidels) shall say, Twice, 0 our Lord, hast 

thou given us death and twice hast thou given us life -(prob= 

ably the mien of life and death in the womb, then actual 

life and death)and we acknowledge ‘our sins. Is there no way 

y the pardon is to be askedof God, but in 

ons of Jacob and ‘the wife of Potiphar 

are to ask pardon of Joseph and. Potiphar respectively. 

jg indicated that not merely 

put it is 

to escape?" Usuall 

12:98 and 12:29 the 3 

- 

In several passages it 

f the danb to be made, 

"we heve indeed be= 

46:30- “Believe 

is the plea for forgiveness % 
3:14- 

to be made with faith. "aus 12 es 

a So also 61:12. 

lieved; pardon us our sinse 
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in Him, that he may forgive your sins." ‘33:71 "Fear God 

e « +» that God may bless your doings for you and forgive 

your sins." : 

And God forgives danb, for He is the Forgiver. “He is 

well-informed of the danb of his servants ~17:18; 25:60. 

But the command is to despair not for God forgives all danb 

-39:54: 40:2: 71:4, The victory at Hadaibiya is pointed to 

token of God's forgiveness of danb, In 3:29 Mohammed 

makes belief include himself as well as Allah in order to 

assure forgiveness of danb: “Says if ye love God, then follow 

me; God will love you and forgive your danb." a 

Punishment for danb for the unbeliever particularly is 

Clearly indicated. 5:54~ "and if they turn back, then know 

thou that for some of their crimes doth God choose to punish 

them: for truly most men are perverse." Whole generations 

have been destroyed because of damb ~6:6. Smiting for sin 

is often folloved by a hardening seal ~7:98, The people of 

Pharaoh especially received the reward of danb ~8:54. The 

punishment of the danb of the Jews and Christians is pointed 

to as a sign of the universal equality of man in the sight of 

God =5:21, Ina somewhat different sense of the word a danb~ 

is threatened for those who injure the Prophet ~51:59. On 

the day of judgment neither man nor djinn shall be asked of 

his danb ~55:39; 28:78. Yet all infidels shall acknowledge 

their danb, unbelief ~29:39. 

> 
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D. cus from the root << (Zona"h from Zanaha) <- §— 

This is the fourth major word used to describe aberration 

from the revealed will of God. This word . which, with its 

derivatives, appears twenty-three times, mostly in the 

Second Sura of the Koran, is almost exclusively used to in-= 

dicate transgressions of the ceremonial and Social lews 

which Mohammed laid down for the faithful. Nowhere is it 

used in connection with Allah. 

Primarily the word is used in connection with the —_ 

marital relationship.”~ -A divorced couple may reunite without 

tuna h, if they think they can keep within the God-given 

bounds ~2:230. There is no Zuna*h in case of divorce of un- “ 

consummated marriage, ‘where no dowry ls been settled =2:237, 

It is no Zuna?h if wives quit home and care for themselves 

~2:241, 229, There is no sin in the marriage of widows of 

four months and ten days ~2:235. Nor is it in marriage with 

Step-daughters when marriage with the mother is not consun- 

mated -4:27, If a wife fears ill usage or aversion on the 

part of her husband, then it. will be no guna?h if they can 

agree with mutual agreement -4:127. It is no sin to marry 

women, prisoners of war, provided one gives their husbands 

dowry <60:10. Neither is an agreement for concubinage over 

"and above -the law considered guna h- 4:103. 

Other usage of the word is varied. Older ‘women may lay 

aside outer garments without fune’h ~24:59, Wives my speak 

to their fathers unveiled without Zuna”h -35:55. One may 
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make the circuit of sacred hills, Safa and Marwah, without 

guna*h-2:153. Trade during the bagg is permitted ~2:194. 

A child may be weaned with the mutual consent of the parents 

without fault =2:233, A potery, or witness to a sale must 

not be harmed -2:282. Cutting short prayer in time of war 

is no crime «4:102, And one may lay down arms in case of 

rein or sickness -4:103. There is no blame in regard to 

food taken by believers ~5:94. There is no gZuna’h when one 

enters vacated homes ~24:39. There is no guna’h if slaves 

come before you without permission, except at certain stated 

times -~24:57, It is no crime to allow the blind, lame and 

Sick to eat:at your table ~24:60. If there is an error in 

naming orphans, it is no Zuna’h if done without intent -23:5. - 

The word, guna’h, scons to have: come into use particularly 

“during Mohammed's administrative career at Medina. 

- 
tne 

E. I 9 (sawa’a) w= This is the most comprehensive — 

term embracing the general meaning of evil. It abounds 

throughout the Koran with reference to men and to all condi- 

tions of men. But a brief examination of the general usage 

of the word is most necessary to arrive at any reliable 

conclusion regerding the nature of sin and evil. 

The most general usage of the term and its several 

derivatives must be examined first. The believers are warned 

not to ask of things which will pain them ~2:101. The un~ 

believers plot evil ~35:41. Others have owned their faults 
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~9:103. Unbelievers rejoice when 11] befalls a ~33115, 

"If good fortune betide them, they say, 'This is from God,' 

and if evil betide them, they say, 'This is from thee.' 

Say: All is from God." -4:80. Proving is done by good and 

by evil ~7:167, Evil should not be a matter of public talk 

“4:47. No evil was to be done to the camel -11:67. Sinners 

will say in the last day "no evil have we done" =16:30. 

The opponents of Lot had done evil <11:80. Workers of evil 

Will not escape -16:47; 40:9, Mohammed's men thought evil 

of an expedition =48:12, The father of Aaron's sister was 

not a man of evil ~19:29, 

These passages express some of the wide range of the ™- 

term. But the true evil once again is unbelief. I11 did 

the idolatrous Arabs judge in giving sacrifices to idols 

“6:31, Evil.is the result for those men and women who join 

other gods with God and think evil thoughts of Him ~48:5. 

Walking proudly is in itself evil and odious to the Lord 

-17:40, .Even the turning of. others aside from the way of 

God is the tasting of evil «16:96. 

Though man is held responsible and warned not to sawa a, — 

yet the Xoran also points to Satan as responsible for evil. 

2:164- "Follow not the steps of Satan . . « he only enjoineth 

you evil and wickedness and that ye should aver of God that 

which ye know not." 9:37= "The evil of their deed hath been 

prepared for them (by Satan), for God guideth not the people 

“who do not believe." Perhaps the one insight into the uni- 
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versal evil of man's heart, which is to be found in the . © 

Koran, is in 12:53= "Yet I (Joseph) hold not myself clean, 

for the heart is prone to evil, save theirs on whom my Lord 

has mercy." (The Arabic of prone to evil is as follows: 

eyed, wey a8 ST BL: *- "verily the soul is 

inclined to passions with evil"), — | 

What is man to do then in the face of evil?- He is to — 

repent, believe, and ask God for perder If someone does 

saw? through ignorance and afterwards turns and amends, God 

is surely gracious ~6354: 7:152,. Especially at the point of 

death must the evil-doer be turned to God «4:22. To those 

who repent God will change the saw? into good things ~25:70. © 

But he who commits evil must ask for pardon =4:110; 3:191- 

"O our Lord, forgive us ow sins, and hide away from us our 

evil deeds," 

God, the Forgiver, blots out saw?. He first of all - 

averts and removes an evil fate from believers, as in the 

case of Joseph ~12:25, God answers the oppressed who cry 

to Him and takes off their evil <27:65. This is the result 

of His favor <11:13. It is belief that ultimately causes 

God to put away saw? ~5: 70. To this must be added good 

works ~64:9. This is the keeping of the pil oe 

1 of evil = ‘ 

This fear of God then results in the remove ser 

inelude ‘the Koran, if God is to 

owever 

cecae ak amma 
wo will be passed py for Moslems 

ee 
the worst actions =42324; 

lars ~5:15. 

cancel evil ~47:27- 
grue of 

, -46:15. Especially 18 this 
1 
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29:36- For repentance is accepted. And yet this pardon is 

never sure, for Mohammed eries: in 66:8= "0 believers, turn 

to God . . - haply your Lord will cancel your evil deeds." 

Saw will receive its deserving punishment, which will 

rest on the heads of. those who commit it. The evil-doer will 

not be deemed equal to the believer who does right -40:60. 

For that would not be fair to those who follow the clear 

teachings, if one did not differentiate them from those who. 

follow their lusts 47:15; 45:20. The Day will bring evil 

and shame upon the infidels «16:29, Hell 1s prepared for 

them, and an evil journey thither 48256 There shall be 

recompence for the worst saw? =29:27, according to the deeds 

«6:61. Punishment will be severe =35:11. Those whose only 

gains are evil works will be inmates of the fire =2:75. 

F. ub (zalama) a This is the final term of this — 

important sextet. Starting from the root maning of dark- 

ness it is easy to arrive at. th is word's meaning of evil 

and evil-doer, It is used with great frequency by Mohammed. 

These are some of the instances of its generel usage: The 

Lord did not desire to destroy the cities in their sins =6: 

31. The wickedness of certain Jews ~4:158. Wicked cities 

«11:104, The people of Noah were most wicked and perverse 

«53:53, Likewise the people of Pharaoh ~-26:9. The doers 

of gulm are one another's portion ~45:18. :; 

But the gulm becomes more specific. There should be —- 

no gulm, save to the wicked -2:189. Following the Jewish 

1 
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qibla makes one a zalim -2:140. Swallowing the substance 

of orphans:is done with zulm eW4:11. Trafficking may be 

done unjustly ~4:34, The eating of the tree was forbidden 

to Adam lest he become one of the zalim ~2:33, The pro- 

faning of the holy mosque is impious «22:26. He is most 

evil who hinders the remembrance of God's name in the 

temple =2:108. Overstepping the bounds of God puts one in 

the class of the zgalim.~2:229, It 4s pad to avenge one's — 

self after zulm has been done to him =42:37, Even the 

desire to see God plainly is -gulm =4:152,. 

Once more, however, the word for sin is most closely — 

attached to infidelity, the joining of other gods with 

Allah. This is the great gulm -31:12, The Jews did zulm 

when they took the golden calf -2:48. Infidels are wrong- 

doers ~2:255. The command is not to make idols, lest one 

become of the zalim ~10:106. For idols cause one to err 

“76:28; 6:82; 49:11; 17:101. 

This type of zgulm is closely associated with a refusal 

to accept the signs of God to the people. It is often used 

in this connection. In gulm and pride one denies the signs 

of God ~27:14; 6:21. Concealing the witness is faulty 

~2:134. Devising a lie of revelation is very wicked ~6:58; 

952145; 3:88. Nothing is worse than the turning away and 

forgetting of the signs -18:55; 32:22. If one does not 

judge by the revelation, he is one of the zalim -5:49, This 

applies to the persons of the prophets 6:52. Believers   
 



are told to avoid the ungodly people who forget the signs 

~5:67. For these unjust persons say "ye follow but a man 

enchanted" =25:9, None except the wicked reject the clear 

Signs ~29:48. 

There .is punishment for gulm. God is not irregardless - 

of the deeds of the zalim -14:43; neither does His covenant 

embrace them =2:118, God does not love those who act un- 

justly -42:38; 3:50. Neither does He guide them -2:80; 

28:50. Especially is this true of those who disbelieve the 

revelation «46:9. Wretched will be the mansion of theevil- 

doers ~3:144, They will not prosper ~28:47, For the evil-~ 

doer He has prepared an afflictive chastisement «76:31. : 

This will be Fire, because of zulm ~71:24. Great will be 

the torment -42:20; 42:44; 59:17. On that judgment day the 

zgalim will be alrmed at their own good works -42:21. 

Neither is God to be counted unjust in His dealings = 

with the zalim, and with his servants. He is not evil 

with respect to man -8:53; 22:10; 41:46; 50:28. He will 

not destroy cities unjustly #11:119. -Neither is he unjust 

to his servants ~40:33; 3:178. “Rather He is merciful despite 

their zgulm -13:7, For would he punish evil-doing there 

would be nothing moving left on. earth =16: 63. Therefore 

Moses can plead not to be placed among ‘the zalim -7:149, 

For God will turn to whomever turns to ‘Hin after zulm -40:17. 

And He will not fear gulm or loss at that time -20:111. 
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From an examination of these vocables as they are used 

in the Koran, it is evident that usage there conforms in 

range to the word patterns of other languages distinguished 

by large vocabularies. That Mohammed, however, did not 

fill them with new, meaningful content,as did Paul with 

Kawia and Aven in the New Testament, and that he did not 

make much distinction in the use of his terms, is also 

evident.- 

When we consider a passage like 76:5l=- "He causeth 

whom he will to enter into his mercy. But for the evil-doer 

he hath made ready an afflictive punishment": e- it is clear 

that a mere word study of technical phrases in the Koran . 

will not lead to an understanding of the Islamic doctrine 

of sin, But rather the concept of Allah must be scrutinized 

because of the vast influence it plays upon Mohammed and 

his followers in determining wherein lies sin. 

  

 



CHAPTER III ~ 

THE ROLE OF GOD, MAN AND SATAN 
IN THE DOCTRINE OF SIV 

In any attempt to determine the status of a doctrine 

of sin in a religious system theology in the narrow sense 

of the term plays an influential role. The tension between 

God's design and man's responsibility must needs reflect on 

his attitude toward right and wrong. Where a doctrine of 

men exists which includes only a very superficial concept 

of sin, the origin may be traced to an inadequate realira- 

tion and appreciation of God Himself. It may be that His 

attribute of love is emphasized to such an extent that His 

wrath is not considered. It may be that the holiness of God 

is not properly brought out. It is possible that God becomes 

only an instrument of Will, the cause of all actions, inclu- 

ding evil. 

For a proper delineation of sin in Islam it is inevita- 

. ble that the essence of Allah be confronted. Every doctrine 

of Mohanumed is referred to Allah as the true originator 

thereof. But even more, the personality of Allah is at the 

‘background of Mohammed's formulation of sin. Allah is so 

completely final and other that man is infinitesimal; what 

he does cannot finally influence Allah, and despite the many 

ethical demands in the Koran, man is not ultimately respon- 

: Sible, since God is the responsible: party involved. Accord- 

ingly it is necessary briefly to examine the personality of 

  

  
 



Allah where it is tangent to a doctrine Gf sin in wen, as 
it is set forth in the Koran and explained in certain 

traditions. Se 

The attributes of Allah are revealed in the ninety-nine 

names Which are ascribed to Him in Traditions. These titles 

are taken from the Koran on the basis of 7:79- "Most excel- 

lent titles hath God; by these call ye on Him, and stand 

aloof from those who pervert His titles." ‘The lists of these 

names differ somewhat in various Moslem books.2 They are 

frequently repeated mechanically by the devout Moslem with 

the aid of a rosary. These attributes are commonly divided 

into Isma-ul-Jalalijah -- the terrible names, and the Isma- 

ul-Jemaliyah --the glorious names. Seven of the ninety-nine 

names of Allah describe His unity; five describe Him as 

Creator, twenty-four as merciful and gracious (to believers); 

thirty-six describe His power, pride ard absolute sovereign- 

ty; five reveal Him as Hunter and Avenger; four seem to re- 

fer to Him as a moral deity.” ; 

The attribute which seemed to stand near the forefront 

of Mohammed's thinking is that of God's power. In Sell's 

words "He is almighty. His power is eternal, a priori and 

@ posteriori. It is not a posteriori to His essence."° . Many 

  

1s, M. Zwemer, The Moslem Doctrine of God (Boston: 

American Tract Society, 1905), p- . : 

2Ipid., p. 48. 

Sgaward Sell, Faith of Islam (London: Truebner and Co., 

1880), p. 117. 
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are the expressions ‘such as these "9 a of Mecca, adore 

your Lord, who hath created you. and ‘those who were before 

you: haply ye will fear Him." The erestion itself is not 

intended so much for the manifestation of God's glory or the 

outburst of His love, as for a sample of His power, for which © 

honor is due Him. "He hath created the heavens and the earth 

to set forth His truth; High let Him be exalted above the 

gods they join with Him." -16:5.. Also 50:57, 41:8, 15:2, 

55:12. - He also keeps control ‘of the forces of nature- 13:13. 

Likewise He has the power over life and death -75:40. And 

as He created men and all things, so all things must return 

to Him -19:94. For "God's, the kingdom of ‘the heavens and 

the earth" -42:48. In some of his rhapsodies ‘over the power 

of God Mohammed at times approaches in majesty of expression 

the exclamations of the Hebrew prophets and psalmists. But 

even of these great similarities the sympathetic Thomas Car- 

lyle said in his "Hero-worship": "I make but little of 

Mohammed's praises of Allah, which many praise; they are 

borrowed, I suppose mainly from the Hebrew, at least they are 

far surpassed there". 4 ; na 

The attribute that must be found in the Koran if there 

is to be understanding of sin is that-of Holiness. But in 

the Koran God is called Holy only once -59:25- "He is the 

a 

43. M. Zwemer, op. Cit., p- 54.    
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God beside Whom there is no gods ‘He is the King, the Holy 

( esa 1 » the Peaceful, the Faithful, the Guardian, the 

Mighty, the Strong, the most High!" Scholars of Islam would 

say that the Hebrew idea of "apartness" expressed in the 

qadosh of the Old Testament is adequately presented in other 

terminology in the Koran. It is true that a comparison with 

"Who is like Thee among the gods? who is like Thee, glorious 

in holiness . . . 25 could be made, by pointing to expres- 

Sions in the Koran which convey ‘the idea of the absolute 

separation of Allah from man. But nowhere to be found in 

Mohammed's revelation is the repeatedly expressed idea of 

Is. 6:16- "The holy God sanctifies Himself in tighteousness" 

or that of 1 Sam. 6:20- "Who can stand before Jehovah, this 

holy God?". - Even in the single paanane quoted above there 

is conveyed. no idea of moral purity or perfection. The 

Arabic Sunni commentatar Beidhawi, says in this connection: 

"Holy means the complete absence of anything that would make 

Him less than He is."6 "Tahir", used as a synonym for moral 

purity, means ceremonially clean, referring to the outward 

purity of the body -- as in "None shall touch it but the 

purified", a passage generally ‘applied to circumcision or to 

_ the washings required for those who handle, the holy Book. 

Ite relation to qadasa is revealed by the definition of the 

  

Sexodus 15211. ‘ 

6s. M. Zwemer, op. oit., pe 59.  



word qaddus, given in the Ta j-e1-Aroos dictionary: "a vessel 

used to wash the parts’ of the body in the bath; this is the 

special name for such a vessel in the Hejaz.™? Arnold sums: 

it up when he says: : 

. "Das Attribut der Heiligkeit wird im Koran durchaus 
ignorirt; alles was ueber die unnahbare Reinheit und 
Heiligkeit dessen der in der Bibel als der Dreimal 
Heilige dargestellt wird, gesagt igt laeszt sich von 
jedem ehrenhaften Menschen sagen. ' 

God's justice is also declared in one of the names of 

Alleh. But the title "the Just" does not occur in the Koran, 

but is put in the list-by Tradition.? Even the word ‘dl, 

justice, is found twelve times only in the. Koran, never used 

of the righteous. acts of God and only once of His words 

-5:115. It is true, however, that here too a double thread 

runs through the Koran, for in speaking of the unbelieving 

cities God says in 11:103- "We dealt not unfairly with them, 

but the dealt unfairly with themselves, and in 7328, 3:80, 

2324, 20:84, 16:106, and 9225-10 God declares that He will 

punish or bless according to man's actions. But that Alish 

does not appear. bound by any standard of justice, but rather 

that morally as well as physically He is Almighty and can do 

what He pleases is seen from the fact that Alleah punished 

Satan for not being wiliing to worship a creature, Adam 

2 98% 
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_ =2228-51. -- : 

'° ‘Al-Ghazali says: Allah's ‘Justice is not to be compared 
with the justice of man. For a man may be supposed to 
act unjustly by invading the possession of another, but 
no injustice can be conceived on the part of God. It is 
‘in: His:‘power“to pour down upon man torments, and if He 
were to do it His justice could not be arraigned. Yet 
He rewards those that worship Him for their obedience 
on account of His promise and beneficénce,, not of their 
merit or of necessity, since there is nothing which He 
can be tied to perform nor can any injustice be supposed 
in Him, nor can HE be under and obligation to any pur- 
pose whatsoever. '+0 

This shading of God's justice comes out more olearty when 

- considered in connection with His will. 

Allah is also called El-Hak, the Truth. 22:61- "So 

shall it be, for that God is the truth; and because what 

they call on beside Him is vanity.” But that truth in the 

Koran is not interpreted in the absolute sense is seen in the 

orthodox tradition, for there a lie is justifiable in three 

cases -- to reconcile those who quarrel, to satisfy one's 

wife, and in case of war.2+ Abu Hanifah makes the statement 

that if one should swear by the truth of God it would not 

necessarily constitute an oath.22 As a matter of fact it is 

pointed out that God is cunning -86: 15,16- "they plot a plot 

against thee and I will plot a. plot seetnat them." In speak- 

me of unbelievers it is seid in “8: 50- eed plotted:-- but 
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; and of plotters God is the best!" God is love is one of Christe 

God plotted: 

ndom's answers whe: 
1 . n ques- tioned as to the being of God. th fee zt ques 

Ko ea of love ig absent from Allah, - asren Ne ae ribute 

ae jays: "Ye ere are 
men who take to them idols along With God and love the ith m Ww 

but stronger in the faithful is the love of 
God." yith the love" 

the love of God: 

3 or better "as (ka) the love of God" 
is explained by orthodox exegetes to mean "as his greatness 
and the impulse to obedience which he causes".15 pr. otto 

Pautz, who made a close study of the passages relating to 

this theme, came to the conclusion "In no case is there any 

reference to an inner personal relation."14 Indeed the love 

of Allah for man seems to be directed to man's good qualities 5 

rather than to the man himself. 

Naturally the mercy of God stands in close relation to 

His love. ‘In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassion- 

ate" stands at the head of every Sura in the Koran, except 

the ninth. Er-Rahman and Er-Rabim are noble terms that are 

frequently used in the Koran, expressing the mercy of Allah 

which reaches to all men. Likewise He is often termed the 

Forgiver. In Sura 11:92 and 85:14 He is called the Affec- 

' tlonate. Other times He is called the Relenting -9:119- "He 

hath also turned Him unto the three who were left behind, so 

Saaneeeteemnensin areal 

1S5Ipid.,-pe 101. Quoted from Beidhawi, I. 

14, 4a. > pe idl.
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that the earth, spacious as it is, became too strait for 

them . . . Then was he turned to them, that they might be 

turned to Him, for God is He that turneth, the merciful." 

Likewise He is frequently termed the Kind or Indulgent -2:138. 

That this attribute of mercy and forgiveness is radically 

modified, however, by the attribute of will, will now be 

pointed out. 

That which is determinitive in the Koranic doctrine of 

Allah, and that which has beyond all doubt become the leading 

motif in Sunni Islem from the dey of Mohammed to the present 

is the will of Allah. The in $a%a 7llah (if God willis) note 

is the leading theme in the Koran, in Mohammed's conception 

of whet God is like. This one fact, next to God's existence 

itself, is that which 4s most evident to a humble man -- that 

is, that God does as He pleases, and His actions are not 

subject to judgement by His creatures . . . For "God doth 

His pleasure" -14:52, and this pleasure means that "God 

misleadeth whom He wil) and whom He will He guideth; and He 

is the Mighty, the Wise” -14:4. 

He can do what He wills and whatever He wills comes to 

pass. He is not obliged to acta Everything good or evil in 

this world exists by His will. He wills the faith of the 

believer and the piety of the religious man. If He were to’ 

change His will, there would be neither unbelief nor irreli- 

Glon. All we do we do by His wille what He willeth not does 
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not come to pass.25 

Everything is subservient to the absolute which chal- 
lenges all human understanding it. If He wills He leads 
aright; if He wills He leads astray If He wills He 
forgives; if He wills He punishes. é 

We G. Palgrave, the geographer, Vearnediite mow the 

theclosy of Islam from extensive personal experience with 

its advocates who have retained the heritage of Mohammed 

most purely. in his famous characterization of Allah as will 

Palgrave accurately describes this “Pantheism of Force": 

« « « the words (of the creed) in Arabic imply that this 
one Supreme being is also the only agent, the only Force, 
the only Act, existing throughout the universe, and 
leaves us to ell beings else, matter or spirit, instinct 
or intelligence, physical or moral, nothing but pure 
unconditional passiveness, alike in movement or quies- 
cence, in action.or incapecity. The’ sole power, the 
sole motor, movement, energy and deed is God; the rest 
is downright inertia and mere instrumentality, from the 
highest archangel down to the simplest atom of creation. 
Fence in this one statement, la ilaha ille Allah, is 

summed up a system which for want of a better name I 

may be permitted to call the Pantheism of Force or Act, 

thus exclusively assigned to God, who absorbs it all, 

exercises it all, and to Whom alone it can be ascribed, 

whether for presezving or for destroying, for relative 

evil, or for equally relative good. I say relative 

because it is clear that in such a theology no place is 

left for absolute good or evil, reason or extravagence; 

all is abridged in the autocratical will of the one . 

Agent: 'sic volo, sic iubeo, stet pro ratione voluntas 

or more significantly still in Arabic 'kama yesha. 

. « « God is one, the totality of omipotent one Sars 

present action, which acknowledges no rule, sta ae 

limit, save His own sole and absolute will. ee 

nicates nothing to His creatures; for their ae be 

power and act ever remain His alone, and in : 

eatin ee eee) 

15se1l, op. cit., p. 118. 
lim Doctrine 

f the Mus xxIK 16p, E. Elder, "The Development o neta 
of Sins and Their Forgiveness," The Moslem Sot 
(April, 1939), 16. Speer 
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and from Him only. And secondly, no superiority, no 
distinction, no preeminence, can be lawfully claimed 
by one creature over another in the utter equalization 
of their unexceptional servitude and abasement; all are 
alike tools of the one solitary Force, which employs 
them to crush or to benefit, to truth or to error, to 
honor or shame, to happiness or misery, quite indepen- 
dent of their individual fitness, deserts or advantage 
and simply because He wills it as He wills it. 

+ - » He Himself, sterile in His inaccessible heights, 
neither loving nor enjoying aught save His own and self- 
measured decree, without sin, companion or counsellor, 
is no less barren for Himself than for His creatures; 
and His own barrenness and lone egoism in Himself is the 
cause and rule of His indifferent and unregarding des- 
potism around. The first note is the key of the whole 
tune, and the primal idea of God runs through and modi- 
fies the whole system and creed that centers in Him. 

« e « Every phrase of the preceding sentences, every 
touch in this odious portrait has been taken to the best 
of my ability, word for word, or at least, meaning for — 
meaning, from 'the Book', the truest mirror of the mind 
and idea is fully confipped by the witness tongue of 
contemporary tradition. 

Thet there is a "witness-tongue of tradition" to this 

conception of Allah is shown by this statement of Mohammed 

al Burkawis 

'Allah can annihilate the universe if it seems good to 

Him and recreate it in an instant. He receives neither 

profit nor loss from whatever happens. If all the in- 

fidels became believers and all the wicked pious He 

would gain nothing. And if all believers became infi- 
dels it would not canas Him loss. He can annihilate 

even heaven itself.'! ; 

In the face of this overwhelming stress on God as sheer 

Agency and Power it is doubtful whether any prophet could 

  

17 op. Ccit., De 65e Quoted from Narrative of a 

Fea caee bentral and Eastern Arabia, I. Year's Journey throug 
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hold to a conception of God as a moral being. Certainly His 

morality cannot be conceived to be on the same plane as men's 

moral belief, not adhering to ‘the es stenderd of justice, 

His goodness not a quantative extension of man's apprecia- 

tion of goodness and morality on a nobler level. As W. St. 

Clair Tisdall points out: . 

The fact that it is a moral impossibility for God to 
sanction, much less command, the commission of distinct 
breaches of the eternal Moral Law is quite beyond their 
comprehension, and the enunciation of such a theory 
strikes them as blasphemous, because it contradicts in 
their opinion the doctrine of the Omipotence of Deity.19 

Sammel Zwemer in pointing out that Mohammed saw God's power 

in nature, but never had a glimpse of His holiness and jus- 

tice, declares that the reason for this failure is plain, - 

namely "Mohammed had no true idea of the nature of sin and 

its consequences."20 In actual fact, however, the deduction 

must be reversed. God's will, capricious and inevitable, is 

not governed by the idea of the Holy. Thus sin does not en- 

ter in. 

However much he discourses about His righteousness, His 

wrath against sin, His grace and mercy, yet (according 

to Mohammed) Allah is not holy love, not a negation of 
all self-seeking and sensuality. Neither in Holiness 

nor in Love is He just. Towards the ungodly love does 

not attain its right; Alleah is quick and ready enough 
to punish them, to lead them astray and to harden their 

hearts; His wrath is not free. from passion. Towards 

believers that Holiness which can love nothing impure 

is defective. Allah can permit His prophet to do things 

that would otherwise be objectionable. To the rest of 

  

19y. st. Clair Tisdall, The Religion of the Crescent 
(London: Society aoe SeeentieaCbetacien Knowledge, 1910), p. 
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the believers also He can allow what is not of itself 
good . . . The commandments which God gives are not the 
expression of His nature; they are arbitrary, and can 
therefore be retracted and replaced by others." 

This Allah may best be described as the Arabian sheikh, the 

true Oriental despot. For as Soper well points outs 

Islam has failed in its morality and its ethical system, 
not being able to think of right and wrong. as involving 
a distinction in the essential nature of God. What God 
wills is right, because He wills it, and not because it 
expresses what is even deeper than will, the very nature 
of God Himself, which is righteousness and love. Sin, 
then in man.is not a breach of a moral law founded on 
an eternal ethical cleavage which goes right to the 
heart of the universe itself, but a mere violation of 
an arbitrary commami which might be changed according 
to the whim or caprice of Allah. He thus becomes an 
Oriental despot, irresponsible and unrestrained By an 
undeviating principle of righteousness within, "2 

It is this God who confronts the follower of the Prophet. 

And it was primarily with this God that Mohammed was concerned. 

It was his intention to relate this Allah to man, to call man 

to the recognition of his supremacy; rather than to expound : 

a doctrine of man, he presented a doctrine of God to his 

fellow Arabs. This theistic emphasis resulted in Mohemmed's 

failure to articulate -a doctrine of man. E. Bevan Jones 

quotes the observation of a Unitarian writer: "Islam saw God 

but not man; saw the claims of Deity, but not the rights of 

humanity; saw authority, but failed to see freedom."25 And 

yet the Koran does have something to say about ner -- and we 

  

2lpisdall, op. cit., Pp. 58. 

22ramund D. Soper, The Religions of Mankind (New York: 
Abingdon Press, 1938), p. 004. 

25, Bevan Jones, The People of the Mosque (London: 
Student Christian Movement Press, 1052), p. 102-   
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must consider its conclusion in order to formulate a state- 

ment on sin. 

Stanton sums up the Koranic teaching concerning the 

nature of man in the following way, basing his summary on 

the definite statements of the Koran: 

e « « created of fine clay, for the service of Allah, 
to die and rise again; created in trouble, being mor- 
tal and inconstant when tested with good and evil. He 
commonly wills as Allah wills, for the human race was 
drawn forth from the loins of Adam to make a covenant 
with Allah; He has balanced the soul and inbreathed it 
with wickedness and plety; one keeps his soul pure, an- 
other corrupts it. Man was created good but was brought 
very low; he fell-through the temptations of Iblis, but 
received guidance from Allah who makes his burden light, 
because he was created weak. Man has failed to accept 
the revelation of Allah; when in trouble he cries to 
Kim, but when helved forgets Him. He is capricious, 
covetous, proud and universally sinful. Mankind was de- 
scended from one pair, originally one religion. Artic- 
ulate speech was taught him by Allah, who subjected all 
things to him and feeds him through the bounties of 
nature. wan springs from the earth and returns to it, 
and like all other things to Allah. Man is universally 
sinful in act, but this comes from his weakness and not 
from a sinful taint. Man is prone’ to sin, but not of a 

sinful nature. He has lost Paradise, but he is not 
radically estranged from God. 

Napier Malcolm claims: 

There is an absolute denial of the statement uvon which 

most Christians more or less. consciously base their be- 

lief in the perpetuity and absolute nature of the law 
of human morals that 'in the image of God created He 

man.! 

  

245, U. Wietbrecht Stanton, The Teaching of the Qur?an 
(London: Society For Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1 ; 
dp. 55. 

25Robert E. Speer, The Moslem World of Today, edited by 
John R. Mott (New York: George H. Doran and ae 1925), p. 349. 

Quoted from Five Years in a Persian Town.    
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The Koranic. account of man's creation and fall reveals foun- 

dation for this stern judgement -15:26-28: 

We created man of dried clay, of dark loam moulded ... 
Remember when thy Lord said to the Angels, 'I create 
man of dried clay, of dark loam moulded: And when I - 
shall have fashioned him and breathed of my spirit into 
him, then fall ye down and worship him.! 

Nothing is said of the image of God. 82:7,8 say: "Who hath 

created and moulded thee and shaped thee aright, In the form 

which pleased Him hath He fashioned thee." These along with 

a few other passages state that man was created upright, but 

the general teaching is that man's nature is sensual, and 

man was created weak -4:32: 

God desireth thus to turn him unto you: but they who 
follow their own lusts, desire that with great swerving 
should ye swerve! God desireth to make your burden 
light: for man hath been created weak. 

Thus the creation of man was in no sense the creation of a 

free agent. ‘Therefore it was not the creation of a moral 

agent. Thus it introduced no new element into the world, 

and set up no possibility for moral struggle.°6 

Islam regards man's nature today, his fallen nature, as 

his original one and believes that it will always remain as 

it is now. The doctrine of the transmission of sin as a re- 

sult of the fall is entirely unknown. Man's nature never 

was in accord with God's and never can nor should be so.-! 

  

267, H. T. Gairdner, The Reproach of Islam (London: 
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Adam committed a fault, gillat, when he ate of the forbidden 

fruit, but no spiritual consequence is in any way inherited 

by his children. This is shown in the narration of man's 

fall in 7:10 ff., which bears striking elitlarity to the 01d 

Testament accounts » but omits or poanen ee the essential fea- 

turess 

We creates you; then fashioned you; then said we to the 
angels, 'Prostrate yourselves unto Adam: and they pros- 
trated them all in worship, save Eblis: He was not ‘among 
those who prostrated themselves. To him said God: ‘What 
hath hindered thee from prostrating thyself in worship 
at my bidding?' He said, 'Nobler am I than he: me hast 
thou crested of fire; of clay hast thou created him'. 
He said, 'Get thee down hence: Paradise is no place for 
thy pride: Get thee gone then; one of the despised shalt 
thou be.' He said, 'Respite me till the day when man- 
kind shall be raised from the dead.' He said, ‘One of 
the respited shalt thou be.' He said, 'Now, for that 
thou hast caused me to err, surely in thy straight peth 
will I lay wait for them: Then will I surely come upon 
them from before, and from behind, and from their right | 
hand, and from their left, and thou shalt not find the 
greater part of them to be thankful.' He said, 'Go forth 

from it,:a scorned, a banished one! Whoever of them 

shall follow thee, I will surely fill hell with you, 

one and all. And, O Adam! dwell thou and thy wife in 
Paradise, and eat ye whence ye will, but to this tree 

aporoach not, lest ye become of the unjust doers.! 

Then Satan whispered them to shew them their nakedness, 

which had been hidden from them both. And he said, 

'This tree hath your Lord forbidden you, only lest ye 

should become angels, or lest ye should become immor- 

tals.' And he sware to them both, 'Verily I am unto 

you one who counselleth aright.' So he beguiled them 

by deceits: and when they had tasted of the tree, their 

nakedness appeared to them, and they began to sew to- 

gether upon themselves the leaves of the garden. And 

their Lord called to them, 'Did I not forbid you this 

tree, and did I not say to you, Verily, Satan is your 

declared enemy.' They said, 'Q our Lord! With our- 

selves have we dealt unjustly: if thou forgive us not 

and have pity on us, we shall surely be of those who 

perish.! He said, 'Get ye down, the one of you an enemy 

to the other; and on earth shall be your dwelling, and 

your provision :for 4a season.' He said, 'On it shall ye
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live, and. on ‘it SLE e die and eaves, ronthat z ; from it shall ye be 

It is nowhere indicated that Adam would not heave died had it 

not been for his error. His error was his own, and remained 

in him. It vassed on to his descendants only as a pattern 

of failure, rather than an inherited taint. And compared to 

the inmediate promise of Gen. 3:15 Adam in the Koran is of- 

fered the cold comfort of 2:56 "We said, Get ye down from it 

altogether: and if guidance come to you from me, whoso shall 

follow my guidance, on them shall come no fear, neither shall 

they be grieved." ; 

It is well to look more closely at the constitution of 

man in order to understand how evil may assail him. In tHe 

Koran man consists of. material body and immaterial soul. In 

the resurrection the whole man meets his Maker and both parts 

of his nature are punished or rewarded for that for which 

both parts ere responsible. The soul often means the whole 

men. Being the active principle it is that which desires 

good and evil -53:23, 41:51. ‘he heart is the seat of the 

soul, both the affections and the intellect. The soul be- 

Leves, or the man believes with the heart -10:100, 16:108. 

The conclusion is that there is no trichotomy in man accord- 

ing to the Koran, and the seat of sin is not the body alone. 

It is interesting to note that the souls of jihad martyrs 

dvell in heaven while the body is in the grave -- evidently 

the soul is capable of its full life apart from the body. 

The life-giving process was the breathing of spirit into 

+ 
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man -52:8 -- but Mohammed nowhere speaks of the spirit of. 

man. The teaching that the soul is the man precludes the 

idea that sin is the evil of the body or that flesh is the 

seat of sin. This is not contradicted by the prominence 

given to the desires as the source of sin, for the desires 

pertain to the soul.28 

Al-Ghazali developed most fully a discussion of the na- 

ture of man as it becomes liable to evil dniuences The 

heart is like a round building with doprs open to all sides. 

It is like a target struck by arrows. It is like a mirror 

over which forms are continually passing. It is like a pond 

into which waters are constantly flowing. Impressions come 

through the senses’ externally, internally through the complex 

nature of man. The most specific of these impressions are 

ideas which come to mind, coming from thoughts and recollec- 

tions. These move operations of the will. ‘Then the will 

moves the body. Ideas can be divided into those which summon 

to good. and those whith summon to evi1.29 ‘The good impulses 

are called inspirations and the evil impulses are called 

suggestions. The inspirationd eome from angels, the sugges- 

tions from demons.©9 To illustrate the quickness of change 
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in the heart and its sensitivity to influence, the Prophet 

compared it to a sparrow turning at every moment, to a pot 

boiling up altogether, and to a feather blown up on the sur- 

face of the desert. But it is always in the hand of God. 
From the point of view of stability in good or evil or the 

swaying between the two, hearts are of three kinds: 1) Fixed- 

ly good, unassailable by the devil, the heart of rest -13:28. 

2) Hopelessly bad, reason subdued by lust. 3) Heart in which 

there is constant swaying and contest between good and evil. 

The devil urges upon the heart the pleasures of the world and 

the examples of learned theologians. But the angel urges the 

abiding joys of heaven and the pains of hell. The position 

is frankly otherworldly and the fear of the Fire is the great 

motive urged. According then to the Satanic qualities or 

the angelic qualities in each heart will the issue be; and 

all that will happen will be in agreement with the decree of 

God. To him who is created for the Garden the causes of 

obedience will be made easy; to him who is created for the 

Fire the causes of rebellion are made easy -82:15, 14; 21:33.°4 

A major factor playing into man's relation with Allah 

is Satan and his cohorts, as has already been noted in part. 

In this connection MacDonald points out: 

The emphasis on the absolute sovereignty of Allah natu- 

relly negates the interdependence of an evil power, and 
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‘the sense of Allah's immediate working negates Satan's 
isolation. He no longer, it is true, appears in the 
courts of heaven, but he says 'My Lord' and regards 
himself as part of the necessary apparatus of things.°2 

That this judgement of MacDonald is true , and that the work- 

ing of the devil is not only done with the permission of 

Allch, but by His very command, is illustrated by the Koran 

itself: 

« « « But Satan said, 'O my Lord! If thou dost not help 
me against this creature whom thou has honored over me, 
I shall not be strong enough for him.' The Lord said, 
‘There shall not be born to him a child, but one shall 
be born to thee also.' But Satan said, 'O my Lord, give 
me more.' The Lord said, ‘Assemble upon them with thy 
horse and with thy foot and share with them wealth and 
children and promise them's3 and the devil promised 
them naught except deceit. : 

The devil has the art to suggest things praiseworthy 

in themselves, so to develop them, however, that they lead 

to destruction. He is the Whisperer -7:119, 20:118, 50:15. 

He never sleeps. "The Prophet once drew a line upon the 

ground. 'That is the path of God,' he said. Then he drew 

many lines to the right and left. 'On each of these,’ he said, 

'stends the devil calling you.'"5* He is like a hungry dog 

coming at man. “There are armies of devils, and each kind of 

sin has a devil of its own -- all spring from Satan who is 

their father. 17:66- "And entice such of them as thou canst 
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by thy voice; assault them with thy horsemen and thy foot- 

men, "95 

Al-Ghazali once again presents the classical orthodox 

view of this Koranic doctrine. The locus -- 7:10 ff. -- has 

already been quoted above. The devil according to Ghazali 

is an expression for a creature whose business is the vromis- 

ing evil and the commanding vileness and scaring by the 

  

threat of poverty where there is solicitude for the good - 

2:271. So the devil 1s opposed to the angel, and his "whis- 

pering" acainst "ilham." So the heart, which by its created   
nature is equally fitted to be affected by either, is pulled 

about betveen the devil and the angel. In the one case the a 

devil settles in the heart and rules it; in the other case 

the angel does so. But no heart is free from fleshly appe- 

tite, anger and desire, and ‘the devil with his whisperings 

alveys haunts it. The Prophet said once that there was not 

one of them who did not have a devil. To their question 

whether this applied to him also he replied that it did, out 

God aided him against Satan who gave it up and commanded on- 

ly good. Thus when fleshly appetites keep within due meas- 

ure, the devil who has clothed himself in them can command 

only good. On the other hand, those in whose hearts passion 

and the lusts are strong came to be ruled by the devil, who 

becomes their real god. The lusts then so run in the flesh 
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and blood of men, the rule of the devil over them is so nor- 

mal, that at all points the devil lies in wait for them.°6 
‘As to whether the devil is seen, this is a disputed 

issue. Al-Ghazali claims that the devil is seen sometimes 

by wey of symbolization. and likeness, and sometimes, but 

very much more rarely is able to be seen in his true form. 

He who sees him oy a symbol differs from the dreamer only in 

the fact of an actual beholding with the eye.o! 

The devil approaches man in a variety of ways in an at- 

tempt to lead him astray. The world is an enormous gateway 

for the devil, or rather a multitude of gateways. First, he 

approaches man through his sins; if he is repelled, he then 

approaches through advice, until he makes him fall into some 

innovation (bid?a); it he is repelled in that, he leads him 

into abstinence until he roparda something as lawful which is 

not so; if he is repelled in that, he raises doubts as to 

whether his ablutions or his prayers have been legally sound; 

and if he is repelled in that, he makes deeds of piety easy 

for a man, so that men regard themselves, admire themselves 

and perish. This is the last stage of temptation; the saint 

who escapes self-admiration is safe from Satan.58 

Thus we find three important elements involved in the 

S6rpid., p. 277 ff. 

S’rpid., ps 291. 

S8inia., p. 299.   
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concept of sin -= the nature of Allah, the nature of ra 

and the work of the Whisperer. The problem then is -- where 

does responsibility for action ultimately lie. On which of 

these three must the onus of sin be laid. Some primitive 

religions make the evil spirits responsible for whatever evil 

is to be found in and about men. Christianity, while it can- 

not anc does not attempt to resolve the ultimate problem of 

evil nor the tension between God's supreme will and man's 

fresdom, nevertheless attrioutes to man all responsibility 

fcr his own sin and it3 lesting results.- Islam, on tke other 

hand, turns to Aliah, as the Cause of all action, so also 

cr
 

rs ultimate cause of all evil and sin of man. This has i   alresdy been stated in the review of Allah's attributes » but 

it beers closer examination as the crucial factor in the 

Moslem doctrine of sin.   That men is conceivei of as being a responsible being 

in the mind of Monamnes is certainly'at least partielly true. 

For the Horan is filled with ethical demands and moral and 

cerezonial injunctions whereby man is exhorted to follow a 

certain course of action. A double thread of reasoning, 

hunenl; contradictory, may de discerned in the Koran. At the 

Same time as the absolute will of God is asserted, man is 

commanded to do and to act by his own will and power. William 

Watt°9 claims thet the Mohammedan-attitude is not fatalistic 

ES 

SOysji2am M, Watt, "Free Will and Predestination in 

Islam," The Moslem Ylorld, XXXVI (April, 1946), 129.
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submission to Allah, as the pre-Islamic Arabs fatalistically 

bowed to austere Time. But rather the attitude is one of 

din, religion, a positive life of good and forgiveness. 

What 1s proverly described as fatalistic attitude -- using 

the omnipotence of God as an excuse for evading plain duties 

-- is explicitly condermed. The same writer cites as the 

vest proof of man's responsibility in the Koran the whole 

conception of the Last Judgement -18:28-50, 21:48, 36:54. 

Rewards end punishments are meted ‘out to men in seeming ac- 

cordance with certain principles of Justice. Mohammed's 

warninss and calls to repentance likewise imply that his 

hearers have the capacity to respond. “In one case even the 

people who are described as deaf to warning, as if it were 

not their fault, later admit responsibility for their actions 

-21:46: "Yet if a breath of the Lord's chastisement touch 

them, they will assuredly say, 0, woe to us! we have indeed 

been offenders." In many of the passages that speak of God 

guiding men or leading them astray, what God does appears to 

be the consequence of the previous conduct of men. Pertinent 

passages that illustrate this point have already been listed 

under the discussion of God's justice. As George F. ioore i 

points out: 

| § d the 
L as in other systems which have exalte 

ao paueoe of God and extended the scope of his de- 

crees to all the actions of men, the eonmmon menae ene 

conscience of mankind has always been soun oP an the 

logic of determinism. 
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The above statements, noveren! true they may..be in themselves, 

nevertheless lose their compelling force in the face of the 

fact that Mohammed does not menerd man as finally respon- 

sidle, despite his calls to -moral decisions. Rather, ever 

lurking in the background of his thought, end articulated 

with great frequency in the Koran, likewise mttosted to by 

tradition, is a sensitive regerd for the complete sovereienty 

of Sod, in good and inevil. True, the Koran says -4:81- 

“ihatever good betideth thee is from God, and whatever beti- 

deth thee of evil is from thyself." And man is offered the 

choice between belief and unbelief, 18:28- “let him then who 

will, believe; and let him who will, be an infidel." sut, the” 

significance of these fades in the light of Aliah's qadar, 

absolute decree. his governs all actions of men, 54:52- 

"And everything that they do is in the books; each action, 

both small and great, is written down." 6:108- "Thus have we 

planned out their actions for every people." 14:4- ". .. 

but God misleadeth whom He will end whom He will He guideth." 

He assigns both men and jinn to hell, 7:178-: 

d for 
Meny, moreover, of the jinn and men have we create 

hell. Kearts heve they which understand not, cod eyes 

have they with which they see not, and ears have y 
7 J 

ch they . ev are like the brutes. 
with which they hearken not. They eee 

Yea, they go more astray; these are the 

He creates good and evil in the soul -91:8- "Sy 4 sous and 

Him who balanced it, and breathed into it its wickedness and 

piety." Mohammed mist betake himself "to the Lord of the 

‘ n .113:2. In 
Daybreak, against the mischiefs of his creation ii 
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creating hell, Satan, and evil jinn He made them evil in the 

Same sense as He made the scorpions poisonous and arsenic 

deadly. 41 His decree rules every act of life and death - 

5:159- "No one can die except by God's permission, according 

to the Book that fixeth the term of life." 8:17- "So it was 

not ye who slew them, but God slew them; and those shafts 

were God's, not thine." 37:94- "God hath created you and 

that you make." Thus He is not merely He Who predetermines, 

but the very Actor in every movement of man. And surely the 

heisht of absoluta decree is expressed in the clear words of 

76:29,30- "This truly is warning. And whoso willeth, taketh 

the way of his Lord. But will it ye shall not, unless God, 

will it, for God is knowing, wise." 

Thus God necessarily becomes the author of belief and 

unbelief -16:38 f.- ". . . Some of them there were whom God 

Guided, and there were others decreed to err... .- if thou 

art auxious for their guidance, know that God will not guide 

him whom He will astray." 10:100- ‘fo soul can believe but 

by the permission of God: and He shall lay His wrath on those 

who will not understand." Furthermore in 3626-9: 

Just now our sentence: is against them; Therefore they 

shall not believe. On their necks have.we placed chains 

shich reach the chin and forced up are their heads. Be- 

fore them have we set a barrier, and behind them have we 
set a barrier, and we have shrouded them in a veil so 

that they will not see. Alike is 1t to them if thou 

warn them or warn them not: they will not believe... 

  

4lZwemer, op. cit., p. 70.   
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And everything have we set down in the clear Book of 
our decrees," 

In twenty passages of the Koran Allah is said to "lead men 

astray."42 Allah created multitudes of spirits and men es- 

pecially for torture in hell, and he decree is not frustrated 

-52:15- "Had we pleased we had certainly given to every soul 

its guidance. But true shali be the word which hath gone 

forth from Me -- I will surely fill hell with jinn arid men 

together." 

Zwemer says*> that the Latin fatum is equated by Allah 

kitab, God. wrote it. 5y this doctrine of God's writings, 

the eternal decrees, Islam exalts the Divine, not to combine 

it with but to oppose it to the human. This not only leads 

to the neglect of the: ethical idea in God, but puts fatalism 

in place of responsibility. To the Moslem God's will is cer- 

tain, arbitrary, irresistidle, inevitable before the event 

transpires: "Thy will be done" is little less than blas- 

phemy to a strict Mohammedan, since Allah only reveals His 

wlll in accomplishing it; man. submits. Archangel and murder- 

er, devil and gnat, equally execute the will and purpose of 

Allah every moment of their existence. Thus also Alhamdu 

lillahi (praise to God) rather than express active praise, 

denotes submission, inevitableness, passivity, fatalism.** 

‘ . . —% 
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That Tradition sided with Allah in the struggle between 

God's dominance and man's activity is evidenced in many tra- 

ditions and commentators. Watt claims that Tradition gives 

us a picture of a struggle between the activistic ethics of 

the Koran and the fatalistic conceptions ‘50 deeply embedded 

in the Arab soul -- between the Koranic Gondeption of! God 

actively will and righteous, and the fatalistic ethics of 

pasan manliness and inactivity. °° But even this sympathetic 

student comments on Wensinck's statement that "Tradition has 

not preserved a single hadith in which librum arbitrium is 

advocated" by admitting that 1t "is true in the main, but is 

aimost too sweeping." 

That tradition does maintain the autocracy of Allah as 

the major emphasis of Mohammed is shown by the comments of 

al-As?ari on the statements of Sooevenens The ‘former, who 

lived in the ninth century A. D., was the ex-rebel who sta- 

bilized orthodox Moslem theology. He says: *° 

God gives the faithful grace to be obedient to Him... 

whereas He causes the infidels to err, does not guide 

them, does not give them the grace to believe. God has 

the power to do what is salutary for the infidels end 

to be gracious to them that they may become believers; 

nevertheless He wills that they be infidels. He for- 

sakes them and seals up their hearts . . ~ and good and 

411 are dependent upon the general and particular decrees 

of God. And we know that what: passes us by was not to 

  

45yatt, op. cit., p. 135. 
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befall us, and what befalls us was not to pass us by. 

Again,47 "Since infidelity is one of the things He wills, He 

makes it and predetermines at and originates it and Asvelops 

it and creates it." In commenting on 14:32- "but the wicked 

shall he cause to err" he plainly says that the meaning can- 

not be that of judgement.48 He states: "If infidelity is 

among the things He wills He makes it and predetermines it 

and refuses the individuals the gifts of grace."49 Scholas- 

tic is the approach made to the contrary passage "God wills 

not injustice to His sérvants" -40:35 . . ."and to the worlds" 

-5:104, when he says: "Its meaning is that He wills not to do 

them injustice because He said God does not will injustice to © 

them, but He did not say, 'He does not will their injustice 

to each other'."50 
Al-Taftazani in his commentary on the Creed of Islam as 

set forth by Al-Nasafi, is onsl of the foremost exponents of 

Sunni Islam. As such he reiterates the position of Mohammed. 

Nasafi said, "And Allsh has created you and what you do, "51 

Taftazani comments: 

Allah is the creator of everything. . « 1c. everything 

possible, and the action of the creature is the possible 

  

47tpH1d., p- 129. 

48Inid., p. 121. 

491p1a., p. 107. 

50tpid., p. 109. 
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thing. Allah does not therefore do the actions of His 
creatures for the one of whom something is predestined 
is that one in whom it subsists, not the one who brought 
it into existence.02 x 

But Nasafi also said, "Allah is the creator of all the ac- 

tions of His creatures whether of unbelief or belief, of 

obedience or of disobedience. "55 Taftasani resvonds, "Allah 

willed for them unbelief and evil-doing by their own choice, 

so it is not sound to make them legally responsible for the 

impossible."54 ‘The Mu*tazilites » Whom Taftazani Was opposing, 

denied that Alish wills wicked and vile things even to the 

extent of saying that He wills of the unbeliever and of the 

evil-doer that they believe and obey. For them most of the 

actions of the creatures that occur are contrary to the will 

of Allah, Taftazani says: 

That position is abominable. Do you not perceive that 

the Master whenever He wishes to demonstrate before 

those present with Him the disobedience of His slave, 

commands Bem to do something and yet does not will that 

he do it? 

Nasafi said, "Allah leads astray whom He wills and guides 

aright whom He wills."56 "Tis means," says Taftazent, "that 

He does so by creating the acts of going astray and being 
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being guided, for He ‘alone 1s Creator: Nasafi states that 

it is not incumbent to do that which is best for the creature. 

Taftazani commented that if there is any denial of good to 

the creature by one who has the right to deny this,: then 

there is absolute justice and wisdom. 

The commentator, Al-Eerkevi, states: 

It is necessary to confess that good and evil take place 
by the vredestination and predetermination of God, that 
all that has been and all that will be was decreéd in 
eternity and written on the preserved table; that the 
faith of the believer and the plety of the pious and 
good actions are foreseen, willed, predestined, decreed | 
by the writing on’the preserved table; The impiety of | 
the impious and bad actions come to pass with the fore- 
knowledge, will, predestination, and decree of God, but 
not with His satisfaction and approval. Should any ask oe 
why God willeth and produceth evil we can only reply : 
thet He may have wise ends in view, which we cannot ~ 
comprehend. © ‘ sib 

William Watt quotes several traditions which support 

predestination as it is set forth in the Koran. "God wrote 

down the decrees regarding the created world fifty thousand 

years before He createc the heavens and the earth. "58 

I heard the Apostle of God say ('Ubada b.al-Samit is 

reported to have said): The. first thing God created was 

the Pen. He said to it: Write. It asked: Lord, What 

shall I write? He answered, Write ehe a ne rags 

thi till the advent of the Hour. ly son, ear 

Propset of God say: Whoso dieth with a belief differing 

from this, he belongeth not to me. 

When the embryo has passed two and forty days in the 

  

  S7sell, op. cit., p. 175. 

58ratt, op. cit., p- 127. Quoted from Muslim. 
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womb, God sends an angel, who gives it a form and - 
ates his hearing, sight, skin, flesh and bones. This 
having been done the angel asks: O Lord, shali this be 
male or female? Then the Lord decrees what He pleaseth, 
and the angel writes it down. Then he asks, O Lord, 
what shall be his term? Thereupon the Lord will saj 
what He pleaseth, and the angel will write it down. 
Then the latter will go away with the-scroll in His hand, 
and notging will be added to or subtracted from the 

The Prophet said: It may be that one of you perforns 
the works of the peovle of Peradise, so that between 
hin and Parsdise there is only the distance of en arm's 
length. But then his book overtakes him and he begins 
to perform the works of the people of hell, the which 
he will enter. Likewise one of you may perform the 
works of the people of hell, so that between him and 
hell there 1s only the.distance of an arm's length. 
Then hia book will overtake him and he will besin to 
perform the Work of the people of Paradise, the which 
he will enter. 

Concerning this Qader Samel Zwemer quotes from the ~ 

Mishkat-al-Misabihs 

God created Adam and touched his back with His right 
hand and brought forth from it a family. And God said 

to Adam, I have created this family for Peradise, and - 

their ections will be like unto those of the people of 

Peradise. Then God touched the back of Adam and brought 

forth another family end said, I have created this-for 

hell, and their actions will be like unto those of the 

people of hell. Then said.a man to the Prophet, Of 

what use will deeds of any kind be? He- said, when God 

creetes his sleve for Paradise, his actions will be 

deserving of it until he die, when he will enter therein; 

end when God creates one for the fire, his actions will 

be like those of thg people of hell till he die, when re 

will enter therein. 

Adam and Moses were once disputing before their Lord, - 
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and Moses said, Thou art Adam whom God created wit _ hand, and breathed into thee of His spirit, cad apestae worshipped thee, and He made thee dwell in Paradise, and then thou didst make man to fall dow by thy sin to 
the earth. Adam replied, Thou art Hoses whom God dis- 
tinguished by Sending with thee His message, and His 
book, and He gave thee the tables on which all things 
are recorded. Now tell me how many years before I was created did God write the Torat? Moses replied, forty years. Said Adam, And did you find written therein, 
Adam transgressed acainst his Lord? Yes, said Moses. 
Saic Adam, then why do you blame me for doing something 
which God decreed before he created me by forty years?°° 

It is related that 'Aisha said, 'The Prophet was in- 
vited to the funeral of a little child. And I said, 
9 Apostle of God, Blesses be this little bird of the 
birth of Paradise; it has not yet done evil, nor been 
overtaken.by evil. Not so, ‘Aisha, Said the Apostle, 
Verily God created a people for Paradise, and ther ere 
still in their father's loins, and a people for fire, . 
and they were yet in their father's loins. 

Zvemer quotes Al-Ghazali: "There’ is nothing which He can be 

tied to perform, nor can any injustice be supposed in.Hin,- 

nor can He be under any obligation to any person whatsoever. "65 ; 

And Al-Berkevi must admit: 

If all the infidels became believers. and .all the wicked 
pious, He would gain nothing. And if all believers be- 
came infidels, it would not gause Him loss. He can an- 
nihilate even heaven itself. °° 

Naturally the necessity of holding on to man's respon- 

sibility in the face of God's action in taking all respon- 

sibility on Himself results in great tension and struggle as 

ered 4%. Be 

6Srbid., p. 96. 
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man resolves the paradox between God's supposed righteousness 

and man's inability to act. This conflict is portrayed in 

this tradition: . 

The fifth sect of the 'Ajarida is the Shu'aibiya, the 
disciples of Shutaib. He was one of those who dis- 
sociated himself from Maimun and his doctrine. He as- 
serted that no one is capable of doing anything except 
what God wills, and thet the acts of men are created by 
God. The root of the separation of the Shu'aibiya, and 
the Malmuniya was the Shu'aib had some money belonging 
to Maimun, the repayment of which he demanded. Shu'eaib 
said to him: I shall give it to you, if God will. iMei- 
mun replied: God has willed that you should give it me 
now. Shu'aib replied: If God had willed it, I could 
not have done otherwise than give it to you. Maimun 
Said: Verily God has willed what He commanded; what He 
did not command, He did not will; and what He did not 
will, He did not command.- Then some followed Maimun 
and others Shu'aib; and they wrote to 'Abd al-Karim b. 
'‘Ajarrad, who was held in prison by Xhalid b. ‘Abdallah 
al-Bajali. When the dispute of Maimun and Shutaib was 
made known to him, 'Abd al-Karim wrote; Our doctrine is 
that what God willed came about and what He did not will 
did not come about; and we.do not fix evil upon God. 
This letter reached them at the time of the death of 
‘Abd al-Karim. Maiimn claimed that his view had been 
approved in that it was said 'we do not fix evil upon 

God', while Shu'aib claimed the Abd al-Karim had rather 

approved of his view in so far as he had said ‘what God 
Willed came about, and what He did not will did not come 

about!. ‘Thus they both associated themselves with TAD 

al-Karim, but dissociated themselves from one another. 

This over-emphasis on one attribute of God finally in- 

validated any true doctrine of sin, although sin may still 

be spoken of in the Koran and in tradition. Eventually, how- 

ever, it will force any reasoning Moslem to the conclusion of 

Omar Khayyam: 
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Tis all a checkerboard of nights and days. Where 
destiny with men for pleces plays; Hither and thither 
moves and mates and slays, And one by one back in 
the closet lays. 6 

687vemer, op. Cit., De 95. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE TRUE NATURE OF SIN 

So then, what is sin? Allah is Allah, supreme over 

all. And so Moslem intellect asserts that God is not to be 

questioned as to what he does. Moral goodness is a finite 

affair, and to apply it to Allah is a vain thing to do. He 

does not feel the passionate spiritual need of falling back 

on an unseen ultimate goodness. He demands of His follower 

no scruples or soul struggles. The slave asks no question 

of his sultan; what the sultan does is right because he 

does it, not for any quality in the action itself .1 Right 

and wrong, good and evil, are in this light seen to be de- 

prived. of intrinsic noaninee The reasons for any decree 

are net to be sought; they are not believed to exist at all 

either in the nature of Alla Himself or in the nature of 

right and wrong itself. The decree pronouncing certain 

things right and certain things wrong as “permitted ~- 

halal" or "non-permitted +- haram" and not as odious in 

themselves, but as infringing the fiat of the Absolute Sul- 

tan. Orthodox Moslem theologians have not scrupled plainly 

to assert that it is only Allah's decree that constitutes 
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“good" actions right and "bac" actions wrong, and that had 

the decree been the other way around, as it ‘might have been, 

the whole of mankind's moral judgments would have been re- 

versed.” Hauri States: 

Wie in jeder Gesetzesreligion, so stehen auch im 
Islam die goettlichen Gebote dem Menschen als ein 
Fremdes gegenueber, durch das er sich in der Entfalt- 
ung seines wahren Wesens gehemmt fuehlt. 

Gairdner concludes, however, by declaring: 

Fortunately for Islam and the world Islam is assigned 
on the whole a certain consistency in His decrees 
upon these matters, and the uniformity with which 
He has tabooed adultery . « « conveyed to the ordinary 
Moslem no dcubt the sense fhat these things are neces= 
sarily in themselves evil. 

"Sin to the Mohammedan is a failure to accomplish all 

that is commanded by the law, rules, precedent and regula- 

tions of Mohammed ."° And the commands of Mohammed are 

naturally the will of Allah. 

Sin to him is not & perversity of character but a 
perversity of deeds, and the remedy is not through 
any system of atonement, but by a fulfilling of the 
demands of his religion sufficiently to secure a 6 
cancellation of his debts in the books of eternity. 

Stanton says that "in the main sin is disobedience to the 

AY aLS 
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to the command of Allah."* Robert Speer defines the sin 

of the Moslem as "a conscious act of responsible being 

against known law."® | 

This is perhaps overesimplification of an element 

which is spoken of in a variety 6f ‘ways in the Koran, al- 

though these definitions do attack the central point. 

W. R. W. Gardner, who has Gone a careful analysis of the 

Koranie doctrine of sin on the basis of Koranic terms ar- 

rives: at a more detailed analysis: 

We have seen that some of the terms are at times em-= 
ployed in such a way as to suggest that the actions 
are against the interests-of the sinner himself, and j 
entail on him loss and injury when he expected gain I 
and advantage. This my be said to be the lowest view j 
that we find in the Qur an, yet it is a perfectly 
correct view insofar as it goes, and when we remember 
that it doss not stand alone a complete doctrine of 
Sin, there can be no objection to its presence. Sin 
is the doing o0 what is contrary to one's:own interests, 
or the not-doing of what is for one's best interests ‘ 
either in this world or in the world to come. The ; 
motive of the action and the morality of the action 
scarcely coms into consideration at all, or; if they 
do, the judgment on the action depends not on the 
motive which led to it, but on the consequences which 
resulted from it. From this point of view sir is the 4 
outcome of foolish ignorance; but ignorance in such { 
matters is culpable, and is in fact only another name 
unbelief. 

But, again, there are passages in which actions i 
are spoken of which are considered wrong or sinful, |   
  

ie y ac £ he 2a E. U. Weitbrecht Stanton, The Teaching of t ur 2an 
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because they are contrary to the interests of one's 
fellowmen, or to the rights of Deity. From this point 
of view the nature of the action comes clearly into 
consideration, and the principle of sin is seen to be 
selfishness, Sin is selfishness or self-assertion with- 
out regard to the rights of others who have also claim 
on one's consideration. t 

In other passages actions are regarded as sinful 
because they imply and arise from a mistaken view of 
man's relation to God, Man is God's creature and sub-~ 
ject, and failure to realize this relation makes it im- 
possible for man to come up to the required standard 
of service and is therefore sinful. There may not be 
any want of disobedience or any conscious despite to-~ 
ward God, the Sovereign Lord of all, but there is a 
failure to yield to Him what is His due. Sin, from 
this point of view, is a failure to take up the right 
attitude toward God. The evidences of the Creator's 
existence are so Many, and the proofs of man's dependence 
on Him are so varied and numerous, that to fail to rec~ 
the attitude which one should assume towards.God is 
blameworthy and deserves condemnation. 

Or again, sin may be something more positive than 
this simple failure on the part of man to realize his 
true relation to God. It may be the result of taking 
up a false or wrong attitude towards him, and this my 
lead a man to actions which are contrary to that system 
of law and order which God has determined for the guid-~ 
ance of men in the sphere of both morality and ceremonn- 
al observance, From this point of view sin is opposition 
to God, whether it takes the form of refusing Him obe- 
dience or of transgressing His direct commands. In 
either case the spirit which 1s manifested is that of 
self-confidence and self-assertion whereby he sets him- 
self and his judgment in conscious opposition to God 
and His will. ~ ; 

Or finally, sin is non-recognition of the ultimate 
nature of things -- the putting of that which is false 
and perishing before thet which is real and eternal .9 

At times this sin as opposition to God may be character- 

ized as pride. Other times it is described as weakness, 

unhealthy desire, external pollution, or the infringement 
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of ceremonial and moral decrees. 

It is in connection with sin as pride that the origin 

of sin is set forth in the Koran. It is remarkable that 

Mohammed should so fully adopt the Biblical account of sin 

and yet not connect it with the doctrine of the corruption 

of the race. The story of Adam embodies Mohammed's theory 

of the origin of sin.2° adam and his wife, created of clay, 

ere placed in the Garden of Paradise in heaven. God commands 

the angels to bow down to Adam as His vice-regent. All obey 

except Iblis who refuses on the ground thet Adam is his in- 

ferior. Iblis therefore is expelled from the Garden. But 

he receives permission to act as the tempter of man. . Adam 

and Eve are commanded not to eat of the one tree in the 

Garden and are warned against the wiles of Saten, Never~ 

theless Satan insinuates that the tree is forbidden to 

them because if they eat they will pecome angels or immor- 

tal. So they eat, and both the tempter and the tempted ‘ 

are cast down to earth to live in natural enmity until the 

day of final doom. 

That this first sin was due to pride is shown by 

38:71 ff.: 

And the angels prostrated themselves, all of one ac=- 

cord, save Iblis. He swelled with pride and became 

an unbeliever, 'O Iblis,’ said God, ‘What ee 

thee from prostrating thyself before him rat ne oe 

have made? Is it that thou art puffed up with pride 
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Or art thou a being of lofty merit? ‘I am-more excele 
lent than he; me hast thou created 3" 
thou created him'." ee of fires of clay hast _ 

This is the sin of. the psople also. oren was proud 7:12. 

So are the leaders «7:73=. "Said the chiefs of his people 

puffed up with pride . . o" The punishment of this rebel- 

lious pride is that those who are in possession of it mst 

remain in it -7:143- ."The unjustly proud ones of the earth 

will I turn aside from my signs." Thus the root of sin 

is described as pride, and disobedience results from it. 

Gardner, however, a very fair Commentator, points out that 

Mohammed himself did not have any clear conception that 

this was so. ; = 

Thus sin was disobedience against God. It was trans- 

mitted from Iblis to Adam by way of suggestion. .That Adan 

was originally endowed with holiness which was lost in his 

fall is nowhere affirmed in the Koran. No such solidarity   
o: the rece is affirmed or assured which would make all mne 

kind sin in Adam and fall with him in his first transgrese 

sion. Herein traditon went beyond the Koran: 

_So Adam denied and his children have inherited this 

vice: and. Adam forgot and ate of the tree, and his" 

children kave inherited forgetfulness from him; and 

Adam committed a, fault. and hia children inherited 

erimes from him. 
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Opp»sition to God may also. be defined as simple weake 

ness. ‘jan does not inheirt a sinful nature, but simply a 

week one. Sin is not so much a disposition as a habit hich 

men acquire because of their weakness,-4 .. The willing dee 

sire of the natural leart to sin is referred to in what 

Joseph says, a passage previously quoted -12:58—- "yet I 

hold not myself clear, for -the heart is prone to evil, save 

theirs on whom my Lord have mercy." The sinner is not so 

much to blame, for he was created weak, and God is merciful.. 

Liability to sin is afi ordinary weakness or imperfection or 

lack of knowledge; neither 1s absolute purity of heart con- 

Sidered necessary, nor desirable, rather it is impossible. 

for a Koslem.2° 

Sin may also be ‘regarded as a disease o2:9. As such 

man cannot be blamed for it. God is merciful and compas- 

sionate and will not punish severely for being i111 in this 

waye He hes created man as he is and fated him to do what 

he is doing. It is not for him to say that He has liked 

falsehood or murdered or stolen, and so man confesses thet 

he has done 30, Yet the fault is not nis.26 sin, looked 

upon as an external pollution,. is portrayed in certain 

Ra 
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traditions which speak of the deliverance from sin. 

fa bothes five tines every fay, oill Yueto’ rennin deffie- 
ment on him? They replied, No dirt will remain on hin. 
The Prophet said, Then that is what the five prayers 

_ are like; by means of them God wipes out sins.17 

Abu Dharr reports/8 that when Mohammed caught hold of some 

branches, and: leaves fell on the ground at his feet, he 

said: "O Abu Dharr, verily let thebelieving man offer the 

prayers by which he seeks the face of God; then his offences 

will drop from him just as these leaves drop off this tree "29 

There is some reason for asserting that the Koran also 

looks upon sin as a sort of concupiscence. Virtue is thus 

said to consist in restraining the soul from its inclination 

-18:27~ "Neither obey him whose heart we have made careless 

of the remembrance of Us, and who followeth his own lusts, 

anc whose ways are unbridled." 79:40= "But as to him who 

shall have feared the majesty of his Lord, and shall have 

refrained his soul from lust, verily Paradise." These desires 

are stimulated by the allurements of the world and the sug~ 

gestions of Satan ~6:130= "This world's life deceived them." 

Thus sin becomes the conflict between the natural desires of 

man and the command of God. Whether the light of nature is 

enough to induce obedience we are not told, Rather man is 
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a wanderer in a hot desert <- in hopeless perplexity unless 

he has a guide,20 

But usually the Koranic view of Sin looks upon it as 

the neglect of the arbitrary decrees of an absolute ruler. 

The words "permitted" and "forbidden" have superseded guilt, 

sin, and transgression because in the Koran nothing is wrong 

by nature, but rather by the command: of Allah, What Allah 

@llows is not sin and cannot be sin at the time He allows it, 

though it my have been before or after. . ‘Thus there is little 

distinction between the ceremonial law and the moral. It is   as great an offence to pray with hands unwashed as to tell a 

lie.®l pious Moslems nightly break the seventh commandment 

but will shrink from a tin of English meat for fear they be 

defiled with swine's flesh. Following this observation 

L
L
 

Zwemer describes Islam as "Pharisaism translated into Arabic. 

Barton also points out thet there can be no belief in Islam   
of the permanency of moral law, for nothing is thought of 

by the Mohammedan to be necessarily permanent. "Thus sin is | 

the infrection of imposed law, not bias of nature, nor a flaw 

of character, nor 2 fundamental congenital trait in humanity."25 

In connection with this discussion it might well be 
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mentioned that ‘both Zwemer and Tisdall (neither may be 

classed as an impartial observer) point out that there is 

  

not even a term available in Arabic to express the English 

"conscience." This is a relevant observation, especially | 

when compared to the Christian emphasis on the importance 

of man's conscience. In criticism, however, of this ob-= 

servation of Tisdall, the great Islamics scholar, Goldziher, 

maintains that the assumption thet a word alone cen be taken 

as credible proof of the existence of a conception of the 

mind has shown itself to be prejudice, He says that "a 

lack in the language is not necessarily a sign of. a lack 

in the heart." He draws the parallel that one could then 

mssert that the feeling of gratitude was unknown to the 

poets of the Vedas, because the word "thanks" is foreign 

to the Vedic language. In support of this thesis®4 he 

quotes from the orthodox traditions of Nawawi: "In the name 

of the prophet virtue ig the essence of good qualities; sin   
is that which troubles the soul, and thou dost not wisk that - 

other people should know it of thee." He quotes Wabisa ibn 

Ma bu: "virtue is that which pacifies the soul and purifies 

the heart. Sin is that which produces unrest in the soul 

and turmoil in the heart.#2° . 

Tradition expanded the thought of sin as it is set forth 
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in the Koran. Asari claimed that an act should really 

only be called sinful when the doer claims it a lawful act: 

It is our opinion that we ought not to declare a sinle 
one of the people of the Qibla an infidel for a sin 
which fe ‘is guilty, such as fornication or theft or 
drinking of wine . . . but we believe that he who 
commits any of these mortal sins such as fornication 
or theft or the like presumptuously declaring it law- 
ful and not acknowledging that it is forbidden, is an 
infidel ,26 

Al-Ghazali adds the requirement of intention: “If a man 

willingly slays a brother Muslim, he is guilty; if he slays 

him belie ving him not a Muslim, he is innocent .."*" 

Al-Ghazali further adds his conclusions as to the 

stages in which sin takes place. This once again in its 

developed and systematized presentation departs from the 

Simple, disorganized statements of the Koran. He says: 

First comes the idea thrown into the mind; second an 

inclination of the nature toward the thing suggested; 

third, a decision or conviction of the heart toward 

the thing thus suggested in favor of the thing; fourth, 

a. determination ahd purpose to do a thing. Then comes 

the actual doing which, of course, is punishable. The 

first two stages are to be accounted guiltless. As to 

the third all depends upon whether the decision is 

voluntary or not. The fourth is plainly culpable, but 

if it does:not pass into action, the guilt may be wiped 

out. It may have been only a moment's heedlessness and 

in the books of the recording angels good is entered 

at ten times the value of evil. Yet if anyone dies in 

the purpose of mortal sin, he goes to the fire. By 
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intention (niya), deeds are judged.28 

In the Koran the one sin which holds rank over all, 

the sin for which there is not forgiveness after death, 

the sin that dooms to the Fire, the sin which Mohammed in- 

veighed against from the inception of his prophetic ministry 

the sin which is denounced on almost every page is that of 

kufr or Sirk, unbelief or polytheism. They are synonymous 

in the mind of the Prophet. There are many passages which 

show the importance of this sin, One is 5:81: 

As for those who became infidels, after having believed, . 
and then increase their infidelity -- their repenntance 
shall never be accepted. These, they are the erring 

ones. As for those who are infidels and die infidels 

from no one of them shall as much gold as the eafth 

could contain be accepted, though he should offer it 

in ransom. These, a grievous punishment awaiteth them 

and they; shall have none to help them. 

Gardner says that through all these views or aspects of sin 

there can ever be seen the thought, sanetimes scarcely per- 

ceptible, yet nevertheless present, at other times plain and 

clear, that all these actions have one and the same fount. 

This one origin of sin is unbelief. In committing any or 

all of these various sinful actions man is showing a spirit 

of unbelief in Gid, who, even apart from the revelation he 

has given of himself and of his will, has not left himself 

without witness in the world of neture.°? Tradition here 

stands solidly with the Koran, as does the practise of Islam. 
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Taftazani says50 that "the absolutely great sin is unbelief, 

since there is no offence greater than it." It is unneces- 

sary to adduce further statements of the Koran or Tradition 

that the denial of God's existence or His unity or the ascrib- 

ing of others besides Him as gods constitutes the sin of 

Islam, for ‘even the casual reader of the Koran cannot help 

but be struck by the importance of this truth in the mind of 

Mohanmed. 

In the Koran and in Tradition thoughts as such are not 

generally considered as sins. At the worst they must be 

considered as the very lightest of sins. They are the so- 

called hadith al-enafs, the sinful thoughts which do not 

issue into reality.°l It is even said that no account of 

these thoughts is taken on the Day of Resurrection. Sell 

here quotes from a tradition that the Prophet of God said: 

"Allah does not take into account what the members of my 

community thin as Jong as they do not pronounce it or carry 

it out." This mildness mist be considered remarkable, be- 

cause Moslem theology is very strict in matters regarding 

| intention. On the other hand scrupulousness regarding sin- 

ful thoughts is praised: "We find in our inner self thoughts 

which we have scruples to pronounc6. He said, Do ye find 
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them really? They answered, Yes. Then he said, This is 

pure faith. "52 c 

Outstanding sins which are mentioned in the Koran in 

addition to kufr and %irk are the following: covetousness 

“9228-11; envy -115:5; extravagance -17:28; 7:29; niggardly 

and abstentious alms-giving -4:41 f.3 suspicion and slander 

-49:12; theft -60:12; filthiness -42:35. 

Sins are not classified in the Koran. However, the 

classification of sins has received close attention from the 

Moslem theologians, One method of classification of unlav- 

ful actions has been the following: 1) Haram-- actions and - 

food forbidden either in the Koran or in Tradition. 2) 

Mukru -- lawfulness not absolutely certain, ‘but generally 

considered wrong. 3) Mufsid -- actions corrupting or per- 

nicious .995 

But generally the problem of classification has been 

between crest and small sins. That there is a distinction 

between sreat (kabir) and small (sagir) is based on the text 

53:33 - "Those who avoid: great crimes and scandals but com 

mit only lighter faults, verily the Lord will be diffuse of 

mercy." Also 4:35- "If ye avoid the great sins which ye are 

forbidden, we will blot out your faults, and we will cause 

you to enter Paradise with honorable entry." If a learned 
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man commits a little sin and thereby misleads those whom 

he should guide, it becomes great. . If small sins are re- 

peated inadvertently, they do not Become, great, but if 

knowingly they change into great sins. A Moslem, although 

he commits sins small and great will not be left in hell 

forever, provided he does not commit the sin of Sirk or 

declare lawful what God has forbidden. °4 It is interesting 

to compare this division of sin with the Jewish categoriza- 

tion of light.and heavy sins, and the Roman Catholic divi- 

sion of venial and mortal sins. ee 

There is vast disagreement as to the number of great 

sins. Elder names three: giving Allah a partner, infant-. 

icide because of selfishness, adultery with another's wifes? 

Ibn Mas ud says four: polytheism, despondency in regard to 

Allsh's mercy, despair of Allah's justice, feeling secure 

from the plot of Allah. Wensinck mentions even as tradi- 

tional: polytheism, sorcery, killing for unlawful reasons, 

spoiling possessions of orphans, usury, fleeing from battle, 

and abusing the faithful. Others mention seventeen, others 

seven hundred. 8e11°© includes in his selection murder, 
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edultery, disobedience to God and to parents, robbing or- 

phans, to accuse of adultery, avoid jihad, drunkenness » give 

or take ussury, neglect the Friday prayers or the fast, 

tyrrany, backbiting, untrustworthiness, forgetting the Koran 

after reading, avoiding giving true witness or giving false, 

lying without sufficient reason, swear falsely or by another 

god, flattery of tyrants, false judgments, giving short 

weight or measure, magic, gambling, approval of infidel 

ceremonies, boasting of piety, calling on the names of de- 

ceasea persons, dancing, music, neglect when opportunity 

offers of warning others with regard to commends and pro- 

hibitions of God, disrespect to Hafiz, shaving the beard,- 

omitting exclamation of respect whenever the name of Mohan- 

med is mentioned. 

One attempt to discover the difference between great 

and smell is a‘traditional judgment cited by Al-Newawi and 

quoted by Wensinck: 

Vi ever wished to know when a sin belongs to the . 

aisee of the light or to the class of the heavy ones 

may compere its character with the character of one 

capital sins. If it is lighter than the ligh ent 

the capital sins, it belongs to the light ones; ane 

other cases. it belongs to the heavy ones, OeSey ' 

disdains his Lord or throws the Koran into the! # za 

has committed one of the heaviest sins though the 

does not characterize it as such.ov7 

He also cites Ibn "Abbas: “Everything which Allah has proh- 
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ibited when perpetuated is a heavy sin."58 and other 

theological euthorities have said "Every action contrary 

to the lew 1s a heavy sin with a view to Allah's me jesty."°? 

Concerning the results of great sins some commentators said 

that a great sin does not remove from unbelief the creature 

who believes, nor does it lead him into unbelief. Alleh 

does not forgive the one who joins another with Himself. 

But Ee pardons whomever He wills any sin, whether great or 

small, except this one. However, a great dispute, which 

resulted in the appeatance of several sects and schools of 

thought, arose over the question of the status of Sioslems 

who committed great sins. The orthodox view estaolished 

wes that great sins did not destroy faith, but forced the 

sinner to spend a period of purgative suffering in the Fire 

berore entering Paradise. 

According to ~ohammedan law light sins are those which 

azc atoned for by.five salats, prayers, and by the Ramadan 

fest or the Hajj, etc. Another view is that while every 

sin comzitted with while every sin committed without signs 

of fear om circumspection or with levity belong to the 

heavy ones, the sins due to the slips of the tongue, toh 
2 oa 

relaxed control of the passions and the like are to ber 

: men 
Garded as light ones. Abu?1-Hasan al-Wahidi commands 
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to avoid all sins lest he prove to have committed one of the 

heavy ones. The 7ulama say that persevering in committing 

light sins makes them heavy. On the authority of Ibn 7Ab- 

bes the sentence is handed down: "No gin is heavy, if for- 

Giveness is asked, no sin is light if the transgressor per- 

Severes in-it. These lesser sins are really faults and im- 

perfections which are inherent in human nature."40 And yet 

God does not pass by the small sin any more than the great 

-16:47: 

And each shall have his book put into his hand; and thou 
shalt see the wicked in alarm at that which is therein; 
ani they shall say, 0 woe to us! What meaneth this 
vecok? It leaveth neither smell nor great unnoted down! 
And they shall find all that they have wrought present 
with them, and thy Lord will not deal unjustly with any- 
one, : 

For 99:8: 

On that day shall men come forward in throngs to behold 
their jords » and whosoever shall have wrought an eons 
weicht of good shall behold it, and whosoever oar 
have wrought an atom's weight of evil shall behold it. 

And still, 4:51- "Other than this (shirk) will He forgive to 

whom He pleaseth." 

To conclude this discussion of sins it is well to con- 

sider Al-Ghageli's approach. He regards Satan as the Accursed 

One who makes approach into the heart of man. This approach 

is made through certain human characterisitcs, which ordinar- 

ily miznt be regarded as sins in themselves, but which 

Ghazali looks upon as avenues for the attack of Satan. These 

include the following: anger and fleshly lust; envy snd 

eS 
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cupidity; fullness of food even though it be lawful and 

pure; love of adornment in furniture and clothing and house; 

importuning men for aught, for a man importuned becomes an 

object of worship; haste and abandoning of steadiness in 

affairs; money and all kinds of wealth, that is, everything 

above what is absolutely necessary; miserliness and the 

fear of poverty; partisanship for schools and lenders in 

theology and law; attempt of the masses to study the problem 

of nature and the attributes of God -- they should rather 

believe and be submissive and occupy themselves with worship 

and the gaining of daily bread, and leave knowledge to the 

ulama, lest unbelief enter in; evil suspicion of Moslems -= 

by it the devil gets hold of a man until he thinks himself 

better then others. The treatment of all these is to close 

avenues by purifying the heart from evil qualities with the 

thought of Goa. 

Despite the fact that nowhere in the Koran is it cat- 

egorically stated that ell men live in sin, yet Mohammed ; 

does seem to indicate thrt the attitude of most men is in- 

imical to God. This raised the question of the status of 

the prophets of Allah. Are they sinless? Disagreement is 

evidenced on this point. When smith42 suggests that the ~ 

thought of the Day of Judgment took hold on M ohamaed so 
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strongly, just because he so vividly realized the fact of 

sin in himself, this must be disputed, both on the basis of 

Koran and Tradition. Since God's word is the expression of 

Eis arbitrary will ratner than of His moral nature, His 

Word can be abrogated and His commandments subject to change. 

This is done by Wohaamed himself in attempting to prove 

the justification for his marriage to his son-in-law's wifs. 

35:36-35 says: "lo blame attacheth to the prophet where God 

hath ziven him permission. Such was the way of God with 

those prepkets who flourished before thee; for God's behest 

1s a fixed decree." And yet the Koran does speak of the 

prophets sinnins: Adam -7:10-24; Woah -11:4-9; Abrahem 

-26:75-£8; sioses -285 15-16; and Mohammed himself -40:57; 

47:21; 45:1-2 Nyverily we have won for thee an undoubted - 

victory in token that God forgiveth ee) earlier and later 

faults." Accordingly these are varied! interpretations on 

this question. fut most orthodox commentators velisve that 

the orophets ere sinless. 

Some of these co mentators attribute this to the exce- 

edins riches of God's grace. The Asharians ‘say that the 

power of sin is not created in them. The xu7tazilites ad~ 

mit the existence of some quality which keeps them from 

3 

evil.*> Ali are unanimous that the prophets do not commit   
Se 
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the greater sins. As for the lesser, some say that they 

commit these before inspiration has come; others say they 

commit them even after inspiration, but such little sins 

in them are mere frailties and Slight imperfections not 

really amounting to sin, Thus, for example, the difficulty 

of Adam's fall is disposed of. It is not a sin, but a 

slight fault, which efter all proved beneficial to men, for 

had he remained in Paradise the world would not have prosper- 

ed.44 By such reasoning the sins of the prophets are done 

awe; with, and especially Mohammed receives the aura of 

infallibility. 

Out of this teaching of sins and the sinlessness of the 

Prophet develops the ethic of Islam. Goldziher offers the 

observation: 

If Islam held strictly to historical witnesses, it 
could not offer its followers the ethical mode of life 
of one man as an example; an imitatio of Mohammed 

would be impossible. But it is not to the historical 

picture that the believer turns. The pious legends 

about the ideal iiohammed. early take the place of the 

historical man. The theology of Islam has conformed 

to the demand for a picture which does not show him 

merely as the mechanical organ of divine reveletion and 

its spreed among believers, ‘but also as hero and 

example of the highest virtue.45 

So the Mohammedan in his ethic looks to the glamorized Moham- 

med and at the same time attempts to maintain a literalistic 

observance of the Koren. - But we must conclude that though 

ee 
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mostem ethics) areyor & composite rather than eclectic ‘type 

-- the four Platonic virtues furnish the general scheme; the 

definition of virtue as a mean between the two extremes, both 

of which are vices, is taken from Aristotle; the ideas of 

the nature and destiny of the soul and the good of moral en- 

deavor are Neo-Platonic -- yet the determining factor seems 

to be that there is thoroughly wrought into the intellect of 

the Mohammedans the idea that true character is an endow- 

ment of God which cannot be changed.*° "The very idea of 

a change of character is omitted from the Koran."*7 And, 

of course, change of character must undoubtedly be consi- 

dered difficult to achieve and probably futile when there 

is no assurance of the existence of a stable and permanent 

and moral law. 

Henry 0. Dwight in a paper on the Mohammedan question 

in Missions reports an incident that represents the logical 

outcome of this ethical dilemma. 

In travelling in Turkey I once fell in with a Pasha 
governor of one of the provinces of Asia Minor. He 

was a most agreeable and even attractive man, and 

during the voyage which lasted several days we talked 

on almost every conceivable subject of interest to 

plain and devout men. This sensible and well-meaning 

man showed me the corner-stone of his character one 

eveni at table in the cabin. He asked me to take a 

elaaaitee wine with him. JI declined. Then the Pasha 

said: 'You may think it strange that I, a Mohammedan, 

should ask you, a Christian, to drink with me when 

he 
- 
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wine-drinking is forbidden by our religion. I will 
tell you how I do this thing!! He filled his glass and 
held 1t up, looking at the beautiful color of it and 

- said, 'Now if I say that it. is right to drink this 
wine, I deny God's commands to men, and-He would punish 
me in hell for blasphemy. But I take this glass ad- 
mitting that God has commended me not to drink it and 
that I sin in drinking it. Then I drink it off, so 
casting myself on the mercy of God. Yor our. religion 
lets me know that God is too merciful to punish me for 
doing a. thing which I wish to do, when I humbly admit 
that to do it breaks His commandment!’ Thus Muslims 
have found a method of safe sin through the attribute 
of mercy in God. : 

The development of the concept of sin in the theological 

tradition and in the commentary of Moslem theologians, both 

orthodox and sectarian, is a vast field of inquiry. A few of 

these traditions have been mentioned in the course of these 

comments in order to illustrate the general understanding of 

the Koranic emphasis in Sunni Islam. But it will be useful 

at this time to briefly sketch the general development in 
294 

order to illustrate that the Islamic doctrine of sin is stil 

basically the Koranic doctrine of sin. 

The earliest dispute affecting the orthodox view came 

two sects. ‘the first were the Kher- el
e 

with the appearance of 

idjites (Khawarij) who arose within a hundred years arter the 

. t 

death of the Prophet. They were the self-confessed "Puritans 

of Islam. They considered the sinner and unbeliever in dan- 

ger of the Fire. Grave sins are clearly unbelief andi those 

who commit them are punished in Hell. ° Sirk as) wore? nee 

ne 

48Tbid., p. 560 f.
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kufr.*9 The Murjiites were their contemporaries. They 

held the opposite view. : Faith is the one ping needful; a 

believer has it; an unbéliever has it not. If feith is 

present, sins do no harn; if faith is not present, virtuous 

acts do no good. _Some said that all sins one grave, be- 

ceuse they were al rebellion against God. Others kept the 

usual division.°0 | 

From the beginnings of theology, ca. 111 A.H., three 

general trends that mainteined themselves were to be denoted 

in the various comments on sin. These were the Qadarians 

(qader --nower), the exponents of the free-will of men; the 

Jabarians (jabr -- compulsion), the extreme fatalists; and 

those who came to be known as the Ashariens -- they endeavor- 

ed to hold the middle ground and were paronenta of "acquisi- 

tion" (iktisab). It is not difficult to see how each of 

these could be logically developed from the statements of 

the Horan. 3 

The Qedarien trend finally resulted in the development 

of the Mu?tazilite (secessionist) sect, who were those who 

held the view that God could not predestiate men's actions 

because he wes a moral being who was bound to do that which 

was righteous. °+ Abu Hudhail (ca. 200 A. H.), of Basra was 
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the real founder, Leaders in its ‘dovelpnext were Al- 

Nezzari, pious pupil of the founder; Jarfer b. ‘Haib (d. 236); 

Al-Ishafi (d. 240); Abbad b. Suleimen (d.° 250); Al-Jabbai 

(a. 503).52 This sect played a massive role in the develop- 

ment of Moslem theology. "In their eyes their task was to 

defend the unity of God against all encroachment and to 

show that no shadow of evil fell on bis providence ."55 Their 

emphases, important to ‘the development of the doctrine of 

sin were these: God is one, is righteous, rewards the good, 

punishes evil, sinful Moslems are corrupt, and men must 

uphold right and resist evil They’ were rationelists. They 

reasoned that if man's actions were determined, it would 

be unjust in God to punish him for them -- the ‘premise of 

thoir argument being this, that God mast be just, that is, 

He must do what the common sense end conscience of men 

deem just. Men by reason can recognizé some actions) as 

good end right, and others as bad end wrong. This difference 

is independent of God's will. He does not make a thing 

good by commanding it, but commands it because it is good. 

Men are under obligation to “make this distinction petween 

right and wrong and to conduct themselves. accordingly; and. 

: 54 

if they do not do so, they are justly punished. God is 
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not the author ‘of evil, but it is not. for men. and devils 

to be irresponsible for their acts. ‘God has given them 

power to use as they like, and they are answerable for it. 

Why then did not God created men good and prevent them from 

being bad? This question is impossible. Goodness. is only 

g00d when the doer acts from his own choice; “when he is 

forced there is neither good nor bad in nin.55 In Al-Jebbai 

this nosition showed two important tendencies: 1) A lessen- 

ing emphasis on man's power and self-sufficiency to win a 

Paradise for himself. 2) Increasing recognition that God's 

Ways are partly beyond man's comprehension.°© This led to 

the inevitable reaction. ; 

After an interlude the doctrine of sin received its 

next definitive form under the hand of Al~As?ard (a. 324 

A. H.) who ushered in the reaction to the ,Mutazilites. As 

one Moslem writer puts it57 "The Mu’tazilites held their 

heads high till God sent al-Ash?ari and he made them with- 

draw into sesame shells." He stands as the Athanasius of 

Islan. Himself at one time a devoted rationalist he turned 

back to traditionalism fered became ‘their pitterest foe, 

taking a stand midwey between rationalism and anthrovomorvh- 

ism. He established Moslem orthodoxy, iso with references 
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to free-will and sin, “With hin revelation was to be sunnane iz 

and reason held only &@ very secondary position, Man cannot 

by aid of his reason alone rise to the inowledge_ of good 

and evil. He must exercise no judgment at all, but accept 

all that is revealed. He has no right to apple moral laws 

which affect men to the actions of God. Man must always 

approach God as a slave in whom there is ma light nor know- 

ledge to judge the actions of the Supreme. Whether God will 

accent the venitent sinner or not cannot be Gsserteck for 

Fe is an absolute sovereign, above “law.58 Alleah is the 

only beinz in the world who has the power . to produce end to 

create, He is the Creator of men and their acts not only 

in the physical but also in the intellectual sphere. In 

wheat we regard as voluntary acts God onantae in man, in 

addition to the power to act, a power of ) chotc e5 es; and in 

accordance, with man's choice, God creates the act itself, 

so that potentially both the choice and the aot are the work 

of God. Thus all the acts of men are not merely predetermined 

but they are actually effected by God. For example, in the | 

case of a man writing God created first the potentiality of 

moving the pen; then the will to move it; third, a bodily 

Herewith motion of the hand; fourth the action of the pen. 

As?ari abolishes altogether the category of causality. 

not to sey, law of 
There is no such thing as law in nature, 

MOS 1Be ne ES 

58sell1, Faith.of Islam, p. 150. 

 



  

eee All we can affirm is thad cenbetn antecedents are 

usually followed by certain consequences, because God common- 

ly acts in this way.°? this 4s the most extreme determinism. 

Later in life As*ari developed his doctrine of acquisition. 

God creates in the man the resolve to do sonething and the 

deed. The -man has no effective but only an acquisztive 

part in the deed. Acquisition is the connection of human 

power with the deed, but without causation. There is a 

proverb: "fore subtle than the acquisition of al-As?ari, "60 

But acauisition still leaves no room for men's responsibility, 

and every sin thus becomes the act of God, making both 

morality and immorality meaningless words. This is orthodox 

Islam. . 

Following As?ari there came a period corresponding to 

medieval Christian scholasticism. As a reaction there arose 

the movement of the Sufis, the Moslem mystics. In their 

ethical and mystical literature, as Wensinck points out, 61 

we find a more systematic classification of sins. Sufism 

'YTemained a ‘sectarian movenent until Al-Ghazali, who died 

505 A. H., and who has often been compared . in stature to St. 

Augustine. He _ among other things “‘Nsuogeeded in assuring 

the mystical or introspective attitude a place within of- 
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ficial Islam side by ‘sida with the legalism of the lawyers 
and the intellectualism of the theologians."62° Ghazals 

emphases with respect to the doctrine of sin have al ready 

been pointed out. His revitalization of Islem did not 

materially change the Asharian construction of sin. 

That modern Islam still regards sin as but a pnollution, 

with all the Xoranic implications as pointed out abdove, 

rather then a deadly disposition and state of man is shown 

by this quotation from a Lahore journal, a letter to the 

editor: 

I ama girl of 20 and from the age of 12 I have done 
every sin that you can think of. In fact = have tasted 
every leaf of the tree of life. Alas! There is nothing 
left for me but Hell when I die. I ask you sincerely, 
what can I do to be saved? I have put this question 
to a (Huslim) priest. He has told me to repent, but 
the truth is that I cannot repent, as what I have dons 
I have enjoyed doing, though it was a sin. Now will 
you advise me what I am to do so as to be saved from 

hell? And to this poor soul the editor repvlisd: Turn 

anew leaf. Lead a righteous life henceforth. Time 

alone can wash off past sins. This is the only true 

atonement. Sins ave weshed off, the Qur’an essures us, 

in 11:16, by good deeds and these alone. 

Despite the intrusion of liberalism the position of 

modern Islam on the question of sin is fundamentally the 

same as Al-As?ari formulated it on the basis of the Koran 

of Hohammed. 

To conclude the discussion of this chapter I present 

- aera 

62, 3. Arberry Sufism (London: George Allen & Unwin, 

_ Ltd., 1950), p. 82.£. quoted from La Pensee de Ghazali. 

. 63m, Bevan Jones, The People of the Mosaue (London: 

Student Christian Moverient Press, T9532), pe 209. 

   



  

some conclusions of Christian poemanta Sora eB pave had in- 

timate contacts with Islam and ave ‘aware of the present 

status of sin in Islam and the resulting affect it has on 

the religious life of the foliowess of the Prophet. 
E. E. Elder makes this jodeenentel x 

Islam has no doctrine of sin; it has the problems of 
sins and their classification and resvective punish- 
ments. To Christian thinkers sin is a state of re- 
bellion ageinst the righteousness and holiness of God. 
To the Muslim the vower and will of the Deify cannot 
be so resisted as to frustrate His desires. 

W. H. T, Gairdner says: "Muhammedanism in its whole 

tendency ovposes statute to principle ? isolated acts to the 

attitude of the soul."65 . 3 

W. R. W. Gardner writes: ie i 

Sin is not then a state into which man is born. Ke 

(the soul) is born pure and upright, but is weighed 
down with a body whose appetites, and passions are a 

constant drag .to his: higher’ and purer aspirations. He 

is weak and easily falls into sin, but this weakness 

and liability to sin does not, in the “Qur’anic teaching, 

involve any personal guilt. - By proneness: to sin . « « 

ts meant simply the fact-that. sin is an evil ever-pre- 

sent, and a supremely powerful temptation. * All men are 

sinners, not because they have been born under sin, but 

because, being born weak, they have all as individuals 

fallen and become guilty. Yet even thus, it hardly 

appears to be the fact, that the Qur’an Imows anything 

of a sinful disposition. Sin is an-attitude of the 

heart and soul toward God, not in the disposition of 

mankind. The rebellious ‘thought“is-hardly a sin, but 

only a temptation to sin. “Mere is no sinful bias in 

the human nature which needs to be counteracted. . There 

May be a sinful habit; but it is the habit of tke in- 

ee - 
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- + » It 4s not because of the heinousness of sin that. ~ ra results are so far-réaching; ‘but ‘because where Phere is sin there- cannot be obedience,.;And it is the . 
sence of obedience rather than the active presence of sin which entails condemnation and judgement. 

That any-very deep conviction of sin was felt by Muham- 
med Goes not appear from the pages of the Gaetan He 
marvels: at the ‘wickedness of men and their foolishness 
in opposing God, and in setting Him ‘at ‘defiance by 
Word and by deed; yet while he.calls to humble and re- 
penteance and true faith in God, he nowhere explains _:. 
the need of.a broken and contrite heart. *.All through - 
the Qurvan, the message is that while repentance must 
be sincere, it is a very easy matter,'-while forgive- - 
ness is a question scareely worth troubling about, so 
Simple is its attainment. Mohammed ‘nowhere displays 
anguish of heart and a contrition in the sight of a 
pure and holy God, and. therefore does not demand that 
others should experience that. of which he himself had 
no knowledge. on ER rae A hse a | 

e « « Throughout the whole :account of Ghazali we look 
in vain for any mark which denotes that™they had a 
real conviction of sin. ‘What.theyfelt::seems. rather 
to show simply .that the-new religion brought no real 
comfort to the heart and soul; for there was never 
any personel sense of assurance’ that they had been 
forgiven and would therefore escape the dread punish- 
ment of hell. A gloomy despair arising from an ever- 

present realization of the threatened torments denoun- 

ced on the demned is not..a conviction of sin. 
. ‘ * pee ES ot Ugh. Bycge tol oe 3 

. « » His teaching is rather that sin,: though a great ~ 
offence against God, is nat,something which puts a man — 
where he needs redemp tion. -Goddoes “not redeem man, he 
Simoly forgives when e.repents, for 'God:.is easy and 

merciful to men whenever they turn towards Eim. .Mu- 
hamued's message to.mankind on this-matter was contain- 

ed in words such as. the following: 'Say,;:.0 My servants . 

who have transgressed to. your-hurt,.despair not of 

God's mercy; for all sins doth God forgive. “. Gracious 

and merciful is Hé.'°+39354.9° 2 eo 
. a f¢ 
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Hauri, the German Islamic;¥tholar; 

EO ste EO Roger fetal oa Stee : Neither in His holiness nor in Wis love is Allah righteous. "As regards’ the wicked}.‘His love-does not 
receive its due: He is quick’ to punish, to lead astray, to harden; His wrath is-not free from:passion. As 
regards believers Eis holiness comes short of its 
right. Allah allows H28. ‘prophets things otherwise 
foroidden and wrong. Sp bg ee Se ee ane 

Jones has this to say: | | ~ 

The most serious defect in, the’ body of Islam is the 
absence of a channel for the inflow of regenerating 
power for men enslaved by sin ‘and what is worse tke lack 
of a sense of need for it. .Islam quite frankly does 
not claim to be a spiritual religion in the sense in 
which that phrase is used ‘by Christians, that is to say 
& relision which brings back lost man to God and lifts — 
the fallen up to Him. It has’:so stressed God as to do 
less than justice to man. © It has failed to. provide a 
way through which man's desire to :sin is eradicated. 
It does not attempt to reach the foundation of humen 

As . action in order to cleanse them. 6 

Melanchton sajs in an "introduction.to. a Latin Koran" 

thet he thinks Mohammed "was inspired. by Satan, because he 

does not explain what sin is and showeth not the reason of 

human misery. "69 

Even Preserved Smith makes the remarks - Es 

But while we find some indication of a real spiritual 

apprehension of relision, it must be confessed that the 

emphasis of dohammed is placed largely upon externals 

. « « In laying so mich stress upon the rewerds of 

t of the New Testament ideal. And il shor piety he fell s or largely by his conception of re- 
this is accounted f 

velation as a law. It is indeed a grace of God that 
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men are appointed to the right path. ‘They do eattat 
salvation by following the direction thus immerted. 
Sut in practice this means their salvstion consists 
in the nerformance of ceremonies WROSe only reescn 
is that they are enjoined by God. 

  

T0smtth, on. cits, p. 227.



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

To summarize the findings of this paper one could say 

the following: The Arabic language available for the use of 

Muhammed as he preached to the Arabs was rich and full of 

possibilities. The words studied. show that the probability 

of his expressing a doctrine of sin was not lessened by a 

deficiency of vocables 3 on the contrary, the words available 

are profuse end signify all the finer shades of meaning. 

Their availability and their usage does indicate the exist- 

ence of a doctrine of sin, although this does not necessar- 

ily presuppose a sense of sin. 

The philological usage, however, is less important for 

determining the nature of the Mohammedan idea of sin than is 

the prophet's conception of God. In fact, this may be re- 

garded as the most determinitive factor discovered. God is 

Power and Will. ‘The attribute of Holiness is absent. Truth, 

Justice and love,~ while mentioned are of secondary importance 

and are relative to Power and Will. There is, accordingly, 

no absolute standard of morality, since God is arbitrary and 

cannot be held to standards of judgement set up by His 

creature. 

The doctrine of men is neglected in the emphasis on the 

sovereignty of Allah. Man 4s created by God, in weakness, 

with soul and body. He falls through the temptation of Sa- 
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tan, but this fall is an error committed against himself and 

does not transmit a sinful taint-to all men. All mankind is 

sinful in act and prone to sin because of this weakness of 

his created nature, but this sin is not a disposition, does 

not radically estrange him from God and does not place him 

in need of salvation. | 

Satan is a tool of Allah, who presents his temptations 

to man. He fell away from Allah when he would not reverence 

man, He as well as man is not a free agent, but is able to 

do only what Allah wills. Thus his temptations are néces- 

sarily in accordance with the will of Allah. He approaches 

man through life's circumstances and through man's own qual- 

ities, and stands as an ever present danger to the unwary. 

Man must expel him from his heart with the thought of Allah. 

Ultimate responsibility then for all action is God's. 

This is not always clearly stated in the Koran, which also 

speaks in various ways of man's responsibility for ethical 

action without reconciling the two. However, by far the 

greater emphasis is on Allah's~predestination of all acts, 

good and evil. This emphasis of the Koran is established in 

Moslem theology by the consensus of the Moslem doctors. Thus 

God, in His eternal decrees becomes the author of faith and 

unbelief. What the creature can do in the way of evil can 

not offend One Who is so completely above him. But the real 

reason why he cannot offend is because his every action is 

in effect the capricious will of Allah who cannot be judged
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by man's terms. Thus, despite any references to the contra- 

ry, since man does not have the free will to act as a moral 

agent, his "sin" is unavoidable, and may more accurately be 

a "decreed evil act". 

Sin, however, is ‘defined in a variety of ways in the 

Koren. It is more accurate to say that it is described in 

a variety of ways, despite the fact that it is a matter of 7 

decree. Sin may be regarded as an action hurting self, as 

an action hurting others, as a false attitude toward God, as 

pride, weakness, disease, desire, or neglect. It first took 

place when Adam sinned, but it originates in every man by 

virtue of his weak nature which is created in him and which 

does not have the strength to withstand temptation. 

All sins are relative in importance, although they may 

be warned against in the Koran, with the exception of shirk 

and kufr. These express the similar meanings of polytheism 

The latter at times in the prophet's revela- 

But usually both 

and unbelief. 

tion includes various matters of faith. 

denote a denial of the absolute unity and supremacy of Allah. 

This is the great sin. Other sins are mentioned and are 

variously classified as great and small by later Muslim com- 

mentators. All of these may be forgiven the true Muslim as 

God desires and wills. Only the sin of unbelief is beyond 

forgiveness. The prophets in the Koran commit sinful acts, 

but in Tradition they have largely been cloaked with the 

veil of sinlessness with the help of certain scholastic
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distinctions. The ethical demand of the Koran is to follow 

the commands of Mohammed's writings, while Tradition adds as 

& pattern of behavior the life of the hero-Prophet himself. 

However, because of the contradictory dilemma facing the 

Moslem in the light of the unrelieved tension between God's 

decree and man's free act, which is in reality not free, the 

thinking ioslem is forced into a position of extreme fatal- 

ism and resulting carelessness in the performance of the 

ethical act. 

The traditional development of the doctrine revolved 

around the question of whether a-sin makes a man an unbe- 

liever or not. The Kharidjites took the positive view, 

whereas the Murjilites took the opposite viewpoint. In la- 

-ter development the main question at issue was the free-will 

of man and God's responsibility in evil. Both opposite 

viewpoints were represented by a mediating group which final- 

ly also shifted its support to the sovereignty of Allah. 

The rational Mu?tazilites upheld the place of reason in the 

faith, the impossibility of making God responsible for evil 

and the freedom of man. The orthodox viewpoint finally won 

out under Al-As®ari and was confirmed by Al-Ghazali, so that 

the question of "sin" took its place in Moslem theology as a 

problem of secondary importance which must remain subservient 

to the central doctrine that God is One and is the Absolute 

Controller of the universe. 

Christian commentators have almost to a man found this
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to be the deciding fact in affirming the Moslem doctrine of 

‘sin. 

In conclusion it may be stated that the writer of this 

thesis regards as the chief difference Datweer the Moslem 

doctrine of sin and the Christian (with its Old Testament 

background) to be the absence of the idea of the Holy in 

God. If God is holy, He cannot create evil (and man must 

judge His holiness from his own conscience, else how can he 

ever know anything of Him). And if God is holy, He will re- 

act to evil as it exists in man. The second major weakness 

in the Moslem and Koranic doctrine is that the sense of sin 

in the heart of man is not properly evaluated as to its 

validity, origin and result. These two are concomitant and 

must be adduced together if there ever is to be a true sense 

of sin as well as a teaching concerning sin. It is in these 

two deficiencies that the Christian eonenvan must recognize 

the divergence between the Moslem doctrine and that of the 

Christian, and it igs in these deficiencies that the Christian 

missionary must find a way of meeting the Moslem believer 

with the message of the Cross.
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